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Abstract

This thesis ains to understand the fundamental dynamic behavior of servo-

controlled machinery ,n response to various types of sensory feedback. As an example of

such a system, we4*ft robot force control, a scheme which promises to greatly expand

the capabilities of industrial robots by allowing manipulators to interact with uncertain

and dynamic tasks. Implementations of compliant motion control strategies typically

display extremely limited performance. Furthermore, the instabilities observed in these

systems are generally not predicted by robot performance models.

In this research, dynamic models are developed which allow the effects of

actuator dynamics, structural flexibility, and workpiece interaction to be explored in the

frequency and time domains. The models are used first to explain the causes of robot

force control instability, and then to find methods of improving this performance.

Emphasis is placed on the use of both laboratory testing and mathematical modeling to

gain a fundamental understanding of machine dynamic behavior. The insights developed

will help the designers of the next generation of automated manufacturing equipment to

build more capable systems. (. -
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Thesis Summary

The goal of this research project is to discover and explain the factors which can cause

machines to be unstable under closed-loop sensory feedback control. We develop insights for

machine designers which enable them to build systems capable of performing with a desired
bandwidth. The example we consider is robot endpoint force control, also known as manipulator

compliant motion control. Force control research has been quite popular recently, yet the dynamics
involved have not been adequately explained in the literature. The design issues addressed in this

thesis include: actuator characteristics, structural dynamics, sensor placement, and process
interaction. While we consider these issues as they apply specifically to robotics, they also apply

directly to machine design in general. ._

Heavy emphasis is placed upon learning from mathematical models of machine

performance. A series of models is developed in an effort to explain observed system behavior.
Specifically, robots can exhibit violent unstable response under endpoint force control. The model

developed here show why this behavior occurs and predicts under what conditions stable interactions
can be made. The models development is guided by analysis of laboratory measurements of

machine performance. The experimental research serves to verify that the models do indeed depict

real robot systems.

To improve robot force control performance, we rely on the dynamic models to evaluate

proposed changes to the system. Two schemes are analyzed and implemented on the MIT Precision

Assembly Robot for verification. These performance improvements are adding grip compliance and

adding workpiece damping. Grip compliance can simply be in the form of a soft pad between the
robot endpoint and the environment's contact surface. Low grip stiffness essentially decouples the

robot from the workpiece. This allows the robot to achieve higher bandwidth although it is less

responsive to the interactions, requiring higher force control gains and larger motions to accomplish
its programmed task. Workpiece damping, added in parallel to the workpiece stiffness, does not

change the loop gain of the system. To the extent that the dominant poles become better damped,

higher control gains can be used and higher bandwidth is achieved.

Machine performance limitations are discussed in terms of rigid-body rolloff, dynamically

colocated modes, and dynamically noncolocated modes. The limited rigid-body performance

results from the coupling of an imperfect actuator to a rigid-body load. Dynamically colocated

modes result from flexibility of structural elements supporting the actuator or a dynamic
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environment. In these modes, the actuator and feedback sensor move together (with little phase shift)

throughout the frequency range of interest. Dynamically noncolocated modes result from flexible

elements between the actuator and sensor. In these modes, the flexibility allows the actuator and

sensor to move opposite in phase (from their rigid-body motion). Colocated modes can cause

instability in machine systems, however this effect can be alleviated by the addition of suitable

damping. Noncolocated modes present a fundamental performance limitation, adding 1800 of

phase shift to the open-loop transfer function.

Machine designers should use a dynamic performance model as pan of the system development

effort. Rigid-body response can be predicted before actuators and transmissions are specified.

Estimates of the frequencies of structural resonances need to be made and incorporated into the

model. Low-frequency colocated modes should be well damped, and noncolocated modes should be

raised above the phase crossover of the rigid-body modeL Use of the proper dynamic model is

essential. A good robot model should demonstrate the difference between colocated control and

noncolocated control. This thesis shows how to develop and learn from models of machine

performance.
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Chapter One

Introduction

Most robot applications are limited to operations where the manipulator has little or no

interaction with its environment. Control systems have been developed to guide the manipulator
through a programmed trajectory consisting of a sequence of joint positions and velocities. Position

and velocity sensors located at the robot actuators or joints are used for closed-loop feedback. We
call this scheme robot position control, and this is the conventional method of robot servo control.

Position control is useful in tasks where the robot is not constrained by objects in the workspace.

Examples of successful industrial applications of position control include spray painting and pick-

and-place tasks.

However, in many automated manufacturing processes, the robot is required to interact with its

environment in a more controlled manner, but that environment is only imprecisely known. In
mechanical assembly, for example, the manipulator must mate parts whose position, orientation, size,

and shape a. somewhat uncertain. Robot force control is the term used to describe control schemes
where measurements of the interaction forces are used to alter the commands given to the joint

servos. Many different force control schemes have been developed by researchers in the robot

control field. The more common ones will be reviewed here.

Figure 1.1 illustrates two distinctly different types of robot tasks. Manipulation tasks involving
little or no interaction with the environment are well-suited to robot position control. Tasks with

significant interaction require some form of robot force control.

feedbac okic

unconstrained

Position Control Task Force Control Task

Figure 1.1: Position Control and Force Control Tasks



1.0.1 A Note on Terninology

in robotics, the term force oft refers to the generalized forceAfque vector. Similarly, the
term position refers to the generalized position/orientation vector. We will use the term compliant
control to mean the ability of a robot to react in response to endpoint forces. Strictly speaking.
compliance is the inverse of mechanical sW'fness. However, in common usage, compliant control
refers to all of the schemes developed where joint servo commands depend upon both commanded
trajectories and measured forces of interaction. Finally, the terms force control and compliant control

are often used interchangeably. Generally speaking, the robot's environment is that part of the
manipulator's immediate surroundings with which the endpoint makes contact. An obstacle is part of
the environment that is not intended to be contacted. A workpiece is the specific object in the
environment with which the robot does attempt to interact.

An element is said to be rigid if it has no compliance orflexibility, and the object is called srff

if it has high stiffness, which is low compliance. A robot axis is generally one link and one joint of
the manipulator. Feedback sensors are usually located at the acaaators, or at the joints, or at the
endpoint. An actuator and joint are possibly separated by a transmission, while the joint and endpoint
are separated by the link itself. The tip is the same as the endpoint, where a gripper may be located.

1.1 Force Control Research Background

Research in robot compliant motion control has been in these areas:
" Passive compliance schemes for immediate industrial application.
" Force monitoring and branching upon force thresholds.
" Active compliant control strategies implementing six-axis force control.
" Assembly strateg and planning systems which program robots for compliant motion.
" Trials using force control to accomplish simulated industria tasks.
" Robot hardware design to create new systems using force control
" Sensor development to devise new ways to measure robot interaction.
" Modeling and stability analysis to understand how these systems behave.

This thesis presents research which fits best in the final category, robot modeling and stability
analysis, however it applies more broadly to the design and control of machines in general. This
chapter introdues robot force control, briefly reviews some of the work in this area, and motivates
the research to be presented in the res of the thesis.
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1.1.1 Passive Compliance

Robot force control schemes describe ways to achieve compliant motion. The simplest form of

force control uses conventional robot position control and some form of passive compliance. The

more complex procedures use active compliance, the distinction between active and passive

compliance being whether or not forces of interaction are used for feedback.

In industrial applications, where robustness and speed are of great concern, compliance is

currently achieved passively, rather than through active control. Passive compliance strategies have

emerged which allow position-controlled manipulators to perform mechanical assembly in the face of

limited uncertainty. These schemes are not strictly force control in that they do not program the

servos to actively respond to the forces at the endpoint. They include:

" robot joint and structural compliance
" the RCC compliant robot wrist

Joint compliance is achieved through "softening" the position control loops by lowering the

loop gains. Structural compliance is the inherent flexibility of the robot links themselves. The

combination of low servo stiffness and link flexibility allows the endpoint to respond in a "natural"

way to the forces applied to the end effector, often resulting in successful task completion.

Unfortunately, it is frequently the case that this "natural" compliant behavior is unable to successfully

perform the task required.

The most successful passive strategy involves an end-effector tool which allows a position-

controlled manipulator to perform very accurate mechanical assembly tasks. The remote center

compliance [961 (RCC) is a passive device configured to automatically execute a successful peg-in-

hole strategy. The RCC mounts to the robot wrist and creates an effective compliance center at a

fixed distance from the wrist Forces acting at the compliance center result in pure translations of that

point, while torques about the center of compliance result in pure rotations. With the center of

compliance at the tip of the "peg", the RCC strategy allows workpieces to be assembled with little or

no risk of jamming or wedging, even with workpiece clearances well below the robot positioning
capability. Commercially-available RCC wrists [12] work well for parts that can be gripped so that

the tip is very near the compliance center. Otherwise, the RCC strategy fails.

1.1.2 Force Monitoring

Early force control schemes use relatively simple sensors and threshold monitoring to

determine when contact geometry changes have been achieved or when the gripper has grasped or

dropped a part. These schemes usually consist of serially-executed statements in a robot command

language, and the comparisons made are basically scalar in nature. Typical examples are the

guarded move ("MOVE IN -Z UNTIL Fz EXCEEDS Fzwx.") and logic branching ("IF Ty > 0 THEN
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COMDU ELSE GOTO PICKUP.") The limitation of these schemes is theit binary control logic. They

can generally detect process changes only after they have occurred, rather than while they are taking

place.

1.1.3 Active Compliant Control

Much attention has been given to the development of compliant motion control algorithms

where contact force information is used continuously in the ann control. Multi-axis force/torque

signals are used to alter the trajectory commands given to some or all of the joint servo controllers.
These strategies provide the greatest flexibility in terms of the variety of tasks that can be

programmed. Compliant control schemes have been developed which allow the robot to react to

sensed forces in many different ways. However, they have demonstrated serious stability problems
giving rise to bandwidth limitations and system performance that is generally unsatisfactory for

automated industrial applications. Nevertheless, compliant motion control remains an active research

topic and will someday become practical for a broad range of tasks.

Active force control research began in the 1950s when Goeftz added force reflection to his

master/slave manipulators [35]. Force feedback was also used by Man in the control of an artificial

elbow [761. Whitney traces the development of force control algorithms and applications, also
providing numerous references [981. Early robot active compliance strategies were suggested by

Inoue [461 and Paul and Shimano [65].

There are many possible control implementations which can achieve compliant motion. This

section will overview some of the more popular schemes. They all allow the arm to respond to

contact forces by altering the programmed trajectory. In the block diagrams of the control schemes
presented here, we use the following nomenclature:

0 measured joint positions
6 measured joint velocities
-cc commanded joint actuator torques
x computed endpoint positions
Xd desired endpoint positions (input trajectory)
td desired endpoint velocities (input trajectory)
fs measured endpoint contact forces
fd desired endpoint contact forces
J arm Jacobian matrix (tJO)
JT transpose Jacobian matrix (vzJf,)

A arm forward kinematics matrix (x=AO)
Kq joint torque pin matrix (unitless)
K; joint velocity gain matrix (torque/velocity)
Kb cartesian stiffness matrix (force/position)
Kfd cartesian damping matrix (force/velocity)
S hybrid control cartesian selection matrix
I identity matrix
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The input to the control system is the desired trajectory, possibly including desired positions,
velocities, and forces, xd, t d, and fd" The outputs of the controller are in the form of joint torque
commands, ,t. The robot ann accepts the joint torque commands and interacts with the environment.

The arm/environment plant outputs are the sensor signals, 0, , and f. Note that the position and
velocity sensors give joint information, since these sensors are located at the joints (or at the
actuators). The force sensor output, on the other hand, gives endpoint force information in tool
coordinates. Transformation of the joint position and velocity vectors to cartesian coordinates is done
by the arm forward kinematics A and Jacobian J, respectively. Texts by Craig [23] and Paul
[66] discuss robot kinematics.

In the control implementations presented here in block diagram form, we have carefully
avoided using the Jacobian inverse, J-1 , for its computational burden and stability problems at
kinematic singulariies. For reference, we show a position-control servo loop first, and then discuss
five schemes which implement active compliant control:

1. position control (for reference)
2. explicit force control
3. hybrid position/force control
4. stiffness control
5. damping control
6. impedance control

,,X

Joint
Sensgors

Figure 1.2: Position Control

Position control, shown in Figure 1.2, is the conventional method of robot servo control. In
this implementation, the measured joint position is converted to cartesian (tool) coordinates and
compared to the desired position trajectory. The gain matrix Kt sets the endpoint servo stiffness in
tool coordinates, while Ktj sets the joint servo stiffnesses. Note that these stiffnesses give the passive
joint compliance mentioned above, not to be confused with active stiffness control. Joint damping is
added by K,. This controller implements the control equation

= KJ ,K&(xd-AO) - K,..
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which is analogous to a simple proportional servo with velocity damping that embodies the control
law: lw = kp(x,--x) 

- kft

Figure 1.3: Explicit Force Control

Explicit force control is the most straightforward compliant control scheme. Essentially, this

is a classical endpoint force "servo" with ctuatr velocity feedback for damping. Figure 1.3 shows

this scheme implemented as a simple proportional corol loop, implementing the following control

1 equation:

which is the multi-axis equivalent to the simple prporional force control law with velocity damping:

fo= kp,(f 4-f,) - kt
The reference input is the desired force "trajectory" vector, ft. The "error vector represents the force

errors in tool coordinates. The (unitless) gain matrix IC. is usually chosen to be diagonal, and it is

sometime replaced by (1% + sgi) or (Kg + K& to give PD or P1 force control. The innr loop i

simply joint velocity feedback for damping. Note that the joint poito signals are not used, and we

have therefore no control over absolute position. It is for this rason that this scheme is of little

practical use, however its simplicity makes it popular as a research tool.

int
• ~~f jT Te Robot~ Em 

i IaHm ni" |I-
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Figure 1.4: Hybrid Position/Force Control

Hybrid position/force control (71], shown in Figure 1.4, combines conventional position

control and explicit force control. The natural constraints imposed by the environment dictate that

only force control, aid not position control, can be achieved in the contact directions. Conversely,

only position control can be achieved in the directions of no contact [58]. In hybrid control, we can

choose the force-control directions by setting the appropriate elements in a diagonal selection matrix

S to unity, leaving zeros in the other diagonal positions to specify position-control directions. In this

manner, the hybrid control scheme implements both force control and position control

simultaneously, in onhogonal directions along the tool coordinate axes. For more complex tasks,

which may not be aligned with the tool coordinate frame, we can choose a more general form of S

and then calculate an orthogonal matrix Som "0 (in the tool coordinates) to use in place of I-S (581.

The hybrid controller shown implements the following control equation:

,cc = K~jT is~df-r) + KW.-SXx,-AO)] - Kv6
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X A

Joint
Sensors

Figure 1.5: Stiffness Control

Stiffness control [77] implements a six-axis active "spring" in tool coordinates. The sensed
forces are converted to offsets for the commanded position trajectory. The stiffness matrix Kf& in
Figure 1.5 therefore sets the effective spring rates in cartesian tool coordinates. The various
implementations of stiffness control include converting the sensed forces into offsets for an inner
joint position control loop, or converting the position errors into a desired force setpoint. Here we
have taken the latter approach, implementing this control equation:

c = K1 j'[Kh1 x(-AO) - fil - K,6

SFIgre 1.6: Damping Control

Damping control [971 implements a six-axis active "damper" in tool coordinates. The sensed
forces are converted to offsets from the commanded velocity trajectoy, or equivalently, the velocity
error is converted to a force setpoint.

=~ K jTJX Robot Environmen

Arma

Force
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Figure 1.6 shows this form of damping control. The damping gain matrix Kfd sets the effective

damping rates in cartesian tool coordinates. Choosing 1 d diagonal, this scheme becomes a

generalized damper. This force control implementation has a behavior which is popular for many

planning algorithms.

Figure 1.7: Impedance Control

Impedance control [431 is an approach to compliant manipulation based upon physical
systems theory. A common implementation of impedance control achieves compliant motion by
combining stiffness control and damping control. Errors in position, velocity, and force are used to
determine the joint torque commands.

d= K(Jf [Kt(xd-A) T KKd(od-b)o 

Figure 1.7 shows this form of this scheme where all of the errors are formed in tool coodinates, and
the force setpoint is zero. The the gain matrices K, Kid, and KQ set the effective stiffness,
damping, and inertia of the manipulator. These map neatly into stiffness, stability, and bandwidth
requirements (48].

1.1.4 Assembly Strategy and Planning
Mechanical assembly and other force control applications are tasks where the robot actions are

partially constrained by the environment due to contact with one or more surfaces. If we consider a
manipulation task as a sequence of subtasks defined by the various contact situations which are
planned, we can analyze each subtask in terms of the natural constraints imposed upon the robot by
the contact geometry and the artificial constraints necessary to execute the subask, Mason [581 has
formalized a framework for analyzing the natural constraints and choosing artificial constraints
appropriate for compliant motion strategies.

An assembly strategy includes a set of artificial constraints and/or compliant-control gain

appoprat for' lomplian mion stratelgie...
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matrices as well as methods for recognizing changes in contact geometry which should trigger

transitions to subsequent subtasks. Programming assembly strategies for complex assembly tasks is

quite difficult, and automatic planning systems are being developed [31, .,4, 551.

Many researchers have studied variations of the peg-in-hole assembly task. Whitney

[99] analyzed the mechanics of this insertion process and describes how the RCC strategy works

[961. Caine [191 analyzed the square peg-in-hole problem in two and three dimensions. He shows

how to find a force and torque to apply which guarantee successful assembly for the given geometry

and friction. Gustavson [40] derived the mechanics of three-dimensional chamfered assembly, and

defined desirable chamfer characteristics. Rivero and Seering [721 empirically studied compliant

peg-in-hole insertion. They show typical quasi-static insertion-force time histories, and give

guidelines for setting robot wrist stiffnesses to reduce insertion forces.

l.lS Trials Using Force Control

Force control applications to date have included edge following, assembly, and grinding. Edge

following is perhaps the simplest force control task, a sub-goal of which is to make initial stable 4

contact. Some authors have shown experimental results from which we can infer bandwidth and

other performance specifications.

Maples and Becker [571 suggest that the inner control loop be a fast. joint-based, position-

control servo. The outer, endpoint force-control loop can be slower. They implemented cartesian

stiffness control with 500 Hz digital servo rates and achieved 140 ms rise time in Z-axis force steps.

The Z-axis is in the stiffest direction of the AdeptOne ann.

Khatib and Burdick [51] describe an operational space compliant control formulaton. Their

implementation on a PUMA 560 robot showed 20 ms rise times (very fast). They used an impact

transition control stage (high joint velocity damping) to absorb the energy of impact. The authors

credit the high performance achieved w "nearly-perfect" dynamic decoupling by the operational space

formulation and a good six degree-of-freedom PUMA model with very accurate identification of the

arm's dynamic parameters [5]. Starr [87] implemented accommodation control [97] on a PUMA 560
robot for edge following, achieving 1.7 Hz force control bandwidth.

Wlassich [1011 designed a nonlinear impedance control algorithm for a two-link robot, using
position, velocity, and force feedback. He achieved stable control of the contact with a stiff surface

without switching control schemes upon contact.

Many authors have applied force control to deburring castings or grinding weld beads. Plank

and Hirzinger [69] are among the early applications of force feedback for grinding. They used a

six-axis force sensor [801 on an ASEA robot to improve deburring performance. Asada and Goldfine
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[81 analyzed the grinding process and found that using a wrist with high stiffness normal and low

stiffness tangent to the work surface reduced robot vibrations during grinding, improving accuracy

and surface finish. Kazerooni, Bausch, and Kramer [471 implemented the high and low impedances
necessary in the normal and tangential directions, respectively, using Kazerooni's impedance control

design methodology [49). They used a servo-positioning table to move the workpiece, and they
designed a compliant end effector to hold the tool. Stepien [881 achieved stable force control for

deburring in spite of a flexible drive transmission (harmonic drive) on the ASEA robot.

1.1.6 Robot Hardware Design

Force control strategies can be applied to all types of robot arms. Tests have been performed
on serial-link arms such as the PUMA robot [19, 51, 87]. Many other types of robots have been used
for force control development, including direct-drive arms, SCARA-type robots, cartesian machines,

flexible arms, and dextrous hands.

Youcef-Toumi and Asada [ 103] showed how to design a direct-drive ann with decoupled and

configuration-invariant inertia tensors. They used graphite composites to raise the lowest natural
frequency up to 68 Hz and to achieve 5 g acceleration [6].

Cartesian robot arms such as the IBM 7565 have been popular for assembly research (7, 371.
The MIT Precision Assembly Robot (Mr1PAR)[14, 93] has the advantage that the axes are
decoupled and the arm is very stiff, with its first bending mode at 33 Hz.

The SCARA-type arms are inherently stiffest in the vertical direction, where Nevins and

Whitney have shown that most assembly operations take place [611. Maples and Becker's force
control experiments were done in the vertical direction with the AdeptOne robot [57].

Research on flexible robot arms has gained popularity in recent years [16,42, 671, and has

drawn upon efforts in control of other flexible structures [41, 52]. Cannon's work is aimed at
understanding how to control flexible systems [20, 21, 44]. All systems are inherently flexible, and
sometimes we wish to control them with bandwidth above the first mode of vibration. The growing
interest in control of flexible links should not be misinterpreted as a suggestion that robot arms should

be deliberately made flexible. On the contrary, we should study flexibility to learn how to control it,
because even stiff arms have flexible modes.

Reducing vibrations in flexible structures can be very difficult. Much work has been done in
vibration damping [10, 18, 24, 701. Two successful vibration control tricks are: first, not to put in

energy at the resonances [60]; and second, to put in energy as fast as you like, but then remove it in

the very same way, so as to cancel all but the rigid-body effects (861.

New arms are being developed which may perform significantly better in force control.
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Seering (82] argues that we should not design anthropomorphic devices for factory automation. If we

are trying to put robots where people ae insufficient, then robots should be thought of as machines

instead of as automatons. Townsend [91] analyzed transmission dynamics and he shows why robot

drive system reducers should be placed near the joints rather than at the actuators to minimize

compliant effects of the transmission. Pasch and Seering [641 give guidelines for choosing actuators

and transmissions for servo-controlled machinery. They point out that maximizing acceleration does

not necessarily minimize move time.

Who/e-arm manipulation [79] (WAM) is an extension of force control in which the robot

system is designed to interact stably with the environment using all of its available link ,surfaces

instead of just at the endpoint. Townsend (78, 911 implemented this concept in the design of a four-

degree-of-freedom WAM arm. The rubber-covered links are long and slender to allow them to reach

between and around objects in the workspace and to enhance the size objects that can be grasped

between consecutive links. To improve the bandwidth of forces transmitted bilaterally through the

link structure, the transmission ratios are limited so that the joints are backdrivable in both the inertia

and friction senses. By using accurate joint-torque sensors rather than a force/torque wrist sensor,

they hope to, with appropriately designed kinematics, compute the magnitude, line of action, and

contact location of forces along extended regions of the robots links.

Active end effectors have gained some popularity recently. Sharon and Hardt

[83, 84] developed a small, high-performance robot to mount at the tip of a larger, slower robot arm.

The macro/micro manipulator system achieves the small manipulator's bandwidth for tip motions

within the range of micro-manipulator motion (0. 1 inch). Kazerooni (50] designed a two degree-of-

freedom mini-manipulator end-effector with active compliance (Active RCC). He implemented

closed-loop impedance control and achieved 15 Hz bandwidth within the 0.3 inch square workspace.

Tilley [90] built a fast wrist for Cannon's flexible (1Hz) arm [211. The wrist regulates the contact

force long before vibrations in the arm itself have settled out.

1.1.7 Sensor Development

Force sensors generally use strain gauges and analog instrumentation to provide voltage signals

proportional to the forces and torques acting upon the robot arm [12, 30, 53, 801. Many other

transducer technologies have also been used in the design of robot force-sensing devices, including

inductive displacement transducers (68], magnetoelastic materials [95], and photodiodes [25].

The transducers are mounted to a compliant element within the robot structure. Since the

transducers are actually measuring position changes in the compliant element, the sensitivity of the

sensor is inversely proportional to its stiffness. Since both high stiffness, and high sensitivity are

desirable, this tradeoff must be carefully considered when choosing a force sensor.
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There are four locations in robot systems where sensors for force feedback are commonly

placed:
1. at the actuators

2. at the joints
3. in the wrist

4. on the gripper fingers

Actuator effort is often sensed for internal feedback, and this signal can also be used to

compute joint torques and/or endpoint forces. For example, current in the motor windings may be

sensed and then motor and joint torque can be computed with the knowledge of the motor torque

constant and the transmission ratio. With accurate modeling and high backdrivability, it is even

possible to calculate the position of the point of contact on the arm [78].

A joint torque sensor is usually placed at the output of the joint power transmission [56]. This

allows a loop to be closed around the joint power train to compensate for disturbances, cogging, and

joint friction (9]. While it is often possible to create high-bandwidth motor current or joint torque

servo loops, the joint torque information may not accurately represent the endpoint interaction, which

we desire to control.

The wrist-mounted force sensor is by far the most popular in current use, and there are several

commercially-available models (12, 53]. The sensor is mounted to the endpoint of the arm, and the

end-effector tooling is then attached to the force sensor. Wrist sensors have been built which provide

sensed information about only one component or up to all six components of the applied force/torque

vector. The more sophisticated sensors perform digital transformation of the many strain gauge

outputs into the force and torque components in the tool coordinate system.

Force sensing gripper fingers have been developed which give up to six components of force

information for each fingertip. While these can be successfully used in the compliant motion control

schemes described below [51] force sensing fingers are often incorporated into the grippers on

commercial robots and are then used in the simpler logic branching schemes. Some advanced

fingertip sensors have been recently developed which give both the applied force/torque vector, and

the contact position/orientation vector [17].

There are many other types of sensors that may enhance a robot's ability to perform useful

tasks. These irp,,lude endpoint relative position sensors [11, 38], tactile array sensors [85], sonar range

sensors (321, and many vision algorithms [2, 39,45].
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1.1.8 Modeling and Stability Analysis

Many authors have made efforts to model robot behavior, mostly these have been rigid-body

models. A few pieces of research stand out, though.

An and Hollerbach discuss some dynamic and kinematic stability issues of robot force control.

The dynamic analysis [3] shows how dealing with stiff environments is difficult with unmodeled

dynamics. Some proposed solutions include compliant coverings and low-pass filtering. The

example of high-frequency unmodeled dynamics given is arm flexibility in a single-link arm. The

kinematic stability analysis [41 shows that Raibert and Craig's hybrid control is stable only for some

arm configurations, while Salisbury's stiffness control method is universally stable. The difference is

due to use of the Jacobian inverse in this particular hybrid control implementation instead of the

Jacobian transpose in the stiffness control law.

Colgate and Hogan [221 present interaction control as a new controller design specification in

which "coupled stability" is added to the usual nominal stability and performance specifications. A

model of the environment dynamics is unnecessary. They claim that robots should be stable when

coupled with any passive environment. The most destabilizing passive environment is always a pure

mass-spring system. providing *t00 of rotation to the robot's driving-point impedance transfer

function plotted in the Nyquist plane. Therefore, we should restrict the driving-point impedance of

the robot to be positive real (±900 phase). McClamroch and Wang [59] also derived a model of

constrained manipulator dynamics and global stability conditions.

Good, Sweet, and Strobel [361 showed that transmission flexibility (harmonic drive) gives rise

to the low-frequency resonant modes in the ASEA robot, while link and joint flexibility give rise to

higher modes. They developed a one-axis model with three flexible elements (four degrees of

freedom) and some nonlineaities. This is perhaps the most sophisticated robot model found in the

literature. They conclude that due to drive system compliance and motor nonlinearities, one cannot

rely on actuator sensors to give accurate joint information. Therefore, endpoint sensing is needed to

improve performance.

Roberts [75] studied the effect of wrist sensor stiffness on active force control performance. He

suggests using a soft sensor and compensating for static positioning error actively. He developed a

good general model, with actuator, rigid arm, and sensor dynamics, including the environment as a

disturbance force. He used integral force control to eliminate steady-state force errors, and a

compensator for the position errors that become large due to the soft sensor. The controller, which

includes saturation nonlinearities and filtering of the force feedback signal, runs at about 70 Hz.

Townsend and Salisbury [92] studied the effect of two types of friction on force control with

integral feedback. They show that Coulomb friction can extend the system stability bounds, while

stiction can cause limit cycling.
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W itney (98] discusses sampling rate requirements and the difficulty of contacting stiff

environments. Yabuta and Chona [102] analyze force-control stability using a one-axis rigid-body

robot model attached to a linear environment stiffness. They consider the effects of static friction

(piecewise, either sticking or slipping), environment stiffness, and digital sampling rate on the

stability of force control implemented with underlying position, velocity, and torque servos.

The earlier publications of this research project are mentioned here. although most of this work
is presented in detail in the remainder of this thesis. Eppinger and Seering [26, 29] first presented a

series of dynamic models of robot force control, which included some effects of workpiece dynamics.

sensor compliance, and robot structural or transmission stiffness. These models show that the

dynamics of the robot first mode may contribute to force-controlled instabilities. Later the effects of

the discontinuity at the workpiece contact were included [81]. The actuator bandwidth limitations,

filtering, and classical controllers were also investigated (27]. Finally, we discussed some of the
various ways to model robot flexibility for force control [28]. We have stressed the importance of

demonstrating (with the correct model) the difference between joint position control and endpoint

force control, and presented the idea of individual modes being dynwnically colocated in a
noncolocated transfer function.

1.2 Motivation

Over the past 15 years, researchers have conceived and implemented force control algorithms

on many robot arms. The resulting robot force control performance has been notoriously slow and/or

unstable. For this reason, robots operating under force control have not yet played a significant role

in the manufacturing environment. Despite some success in the laboratory, force controlled robots do

not have adequate bandwidth for industrial applications.

1.2.1 Some Observations

Examples of observed poor performance are difficult to find in the published literature.

Nevertheless, all of the laboratory experiments published had their performance limitations.

Industrial robots typically have their lowest frequency modes of vibration in the 5 to 20 Hz range.
Some of the resonances observed in the PUMA 560 robot in the "arm-stretched" configuration are:

6.5. 11, 15, and 25 Hz. These low-frequency modes am essentially "unmodeled dynamics" for the

PUMA rigid-body motion control system.

Robot dynamics couple with the task dynamics in a very complex way. When the robot makes

contact with the environment, the impact excites the resonant modes of the coupled

robot/environment system. When the robot loses contact, the separate robot and workpiece systems

now respond differently. These impact forces on contact are often blamed for "causing" unstable
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force control behavior. However, even when the contact is maintained, these systems do still exhibit

instabilities under some conditions.

Two documented examples of force control instability are on the PUMA 560 aim and on the

MIT Precision Assembly Robot. Caine (19] used the PUMA to test his precomputed force trajectory
for three-dimensional peg insertion. He set up the controller to maintain the desired forces and
torques which would guarantee successful assembly. The arm quickly went unstable under force
control, and the controller gains had to be turned down so low that the assembly process took one

hour under force control with the parts in stable contacL (The assembly should take only one second,
considering only the motions required and the robot's acceleration capabilities.)

The MIT Precision Assembly Robot is a very different configuration machine, yet it also

displays the same phenomenon. Benjamin (13] implemented closed-loop force control with a simple
force sensor at the tip of the robot arm. Stable contact could be maintained with some hand-held

objects, but not with others. It seemed that the robot could make stable contact with "soft"
workpieces such as a foam block or a bare hand. However, "hard" surfaces, such as a metal block, it
appeared could not be contacted without violent limit cycles. This response was recorded on
videotape and is included in Whimey's compilation of force control demonstrations (1001.

Some authors mention limit cycle behavior as one of the performance problems of force

control, and yet no solid explanation of this response is offered in the literature. These observations

served as motivation for this research project to understand the dynamics of robot force control.

1.2.2 Causes of Force Control Instability

As in classical servo control, we can generally raise force control gains to increase effective
compliance and damping until the larger control bandwidth allows higher-order dynamics to be

excited. Since in practice one generally only models the rigid-body dynamics of a robot arm for the
purposes of controller design, there remain many forms of unmodeled higher-order dynamics. Some

sources of unpredicted instability may be:

" digital sampling rae
" envi-onment stiffness
" actuator dynamics
• sensor filtering
" arm flexibility
" contact discontinuity
" transmission backlash
" friction
" control saturation

Historically, digital sampling rate has been thought to cause force control instabilities.
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However, today's compwers are fast enough to sample the dynamics involved. Since many
researchers have noticed that contacting stiff environments is difficult, and so the workpiece has often
been accused of causing the observed force control instabilities. Arm flexibility between the joint
actuators and the force sensor is indeed a fundamental performance limitation [27], since this is a
form of noncolocated control [34], which will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. Control
schemes where the actuators and sensors are physically located on different parts of a flexible
structure are termed noncolocated control [341. Generally speaking, however, unmodeled effects
(nonlinearities or higher-order dynamics) are believed to cause instabilities in force-controlled
systems.

1.2.3 Problem Statement

This research attempts to understand what factors can cause machines to be unstable under
closed-loop sensory feedback control. Linear control theory tells us that if open-loop phase drops
below 180* while at the same frequency the open-loop amplitude remains above unity gain, then the
closed-loop system will be unstable. Machine designers however, do not think in terms of amplitude
and phase. They work with elements like joints, links, motors, electronics, and sensors. The control
engineer can tell the designer what bandwidth is achievable for the machine he has built, but this
research is aimed at telling the designer how to build systems capable of performing with the desired
bandwidth. The design issues addressed in this thesis include: actuator characteristics, structural
dynamics, sensor placement, and environment interaction. While we consider these issues as they _ -

apply specifically to robotics, they also apply directly to machine design in general.

The example we consider is robot force control. For the purpose of this research, the details of
the controller implementation are not important. In fact, much of the analysis is done with detailed
single-axis robot models and simple linear controllers. The goal of the modeling work is to develop
insight. Dynamic systems can be very difficult to understand. So very simple models are studied

first, and then higher-order effects are added, generally one at a time. Some laboratory studies are
included in this research; they serve to assure that the mathematical models developed do realistically
represent actual machine systems.

The problem statement under which this thesis is written is the following:
Study the behavior of robot systems under endpoint force control in

order to understand why their performance is limited, and to earn how we
can design better-performing robots in particular and machine systems in
general.
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1.3 Overview of This Thesis

This thesis presents analytical modeling, laboratory experimentation, and discussions of issues

in machine and robot performance.
e Chapter Two presents the dynamic models. It begins with a simple rigid-body robot

model, then actuator dynamics, various types of robot flexibility, task dynamics, and
nonlinearities are considered.

e Chapter Three discusses measuring robot performance in the laboratory. Both frequency
response and time response data ar shown.

e Chapter Four develops detailed models of the MIT Precision Assembly Robot and
compares the model predictions to the actual robot performance.

* Chapter Five is devoted to performance improvements. The factors contributing to
bandwidth limitations are explored. Then ideas are presented for improving performance
and design guidelines are developed for high-performance machinery. The chapter
concludes with an example which is verified in the laboratory.

o Chapter Six reviews the insights gained through this research and makes some
recommendations for future work.

Li
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Chapter Two

Modeling Machine Performance

This chapter discusses how to model machine systems in order to predict their performance and

to understand their behavior. A series of dynamic performance models is developed, attempting to

depict the behavior of robot systems. We begin with relatively simple, rigid-body models, and then

add higher-order effects one at a time.

2.1 Introduction

Rigid-body models representing six degrees of freedom are quite common in robotics. To

control robot motions in cartesian coordinates, we need to derive both the forward and inverse

kinematics of the manipulator. In fact, to issue commands that compensate for gravity, centrifugal,

and coriolis terms, we also need to compute the rigid-body dynamics of the arm. The analytical

methods used are rather straightforward and are discussed in many books on robot mechanics

[23,66].

On the other hand, including higher-order arm dynamics in a six-axis robot model is

extremely difficult. One noteworthy effort to do so resulted in a 25th-order model of the NASA Space

Shuttle Remote Manipulator System. The state variables include seven movable joints, three orbiter

rigid-body degrees of freedom, eight bending modes, two torsional modes, and five additional states

needed to represent freeplay in the joints and grip. Development of this model [1] took about 10
man-years of effort, and the simulation includes almost 14,000 lines of FORTRAN code.

This chapter shows how to develop and learn from higher-order models of a single robot degree

of freedom. We will not use multi-axis models, although they are essential for gross motion planning

and position control, where large motions are executed. The one-axis modeling techniques that we

will use can also be applied to multi-axis analysis. However, it is much more insightful to consider

the higher-order effects for one robot direction (or one degree of freedom) at a time. Figure 2.1 - -

shows this strategy. After linearizing the complex multi-axis dynamics, we can decouple the

response into six rigid-body robot models, one for each cartesian direction at the endpoint. Once we

understand the rigid-body behavior, we can then add various higher-order effects.

In force control, the robot executes fine motions intending to control its constrained interaction
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Linearizing and

Decoupling Dynamics

X: "nY: ' " Irv 'E' "

1.1

Figure 1.1: Development of One-Axis Robot Models

with the environment. We will learn a great deal by considering the linear, higher-order behavior of a

single axis. These models, however, are generally only valid for snall displacements, not for large
motions. For force control, this is appropriate.

We will begin by discussing a simple one-mass modeL representing the rigid-body behavior of

one axis. We then consider the actuator dynamics and couple the actuator model to the rigid robot

model. Next various forms of flexibility ae added to the rigid-body model, including transmission,
link, and base compliance. Then the task and grip dynamics axe modeled and coupled to the robot

models, and finally we add some nonlinear effects.

Most of the models developed in this chapter will show the robot in comact with either a rigid

or a dynamic workpiece. This emphasis on constrained dynamics is meant only to help us think in

terms of the coupled behavior of the robot in force control. Nevertheless, the very same robot models

apply equally well to unconstrained robot motion. So these models can certainly be used to evaluate

position-control performance, simply by eliminating the sensor and workpiece.
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We will analyze die model's closed-loop performance using the explicit force control

implementation (described in Section 1.1.3). We make this seemingly arbitrary choice for two

reasons. First, this is the simplest form of force control. Second, and more importantly, all of the

other compliant-control implementations use joint position and/or velocity feedback in addition to

endpoint force feedback. The force control loop can be seen as (and is often implemented as) an

outer loop closed around inner joint servo-control loops. The robot system to model is then the

effective impedance of the inner closed-loop planL From this viewpoint, the importance of

understanding the stability of the explicit force control loop is clear. The results presented here also

give insight into the behavior of the other compliant control schemes. For a single robot axis, explicit

force control becomes quite simple, as shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Single-Axis Explicit Force Control

Most of the models presented are known as lumped-parameter dynamic models. This name

correctly implies that we will "lump" all of the mass, stiffness, and damping into single-parameter

linear elements, like point masses, ideal springs, and perfect viscous dampers. In the real system

however, these physical properties may be nonlinear and are distributed throughout the machine. The

lumped-parameter approximation is very often a good one. It is ideally suited to our purposes, since

our primary modeling goal is to develop useful insight as to how systems behave.

We will make extensive use of two linear system analysis tools, namely the bode plot and the

root-locus plot. These are explained in detail in texts on control system design [63]. In this chapter,

we will perform the analysis without explicitly giving numerical parameters for the models. The

resulting plot shaves are generated by using typical robot parameters and therefore intend to represent

typical robot and machine systems, not any specific robot. In Chapter Four, we will develop models

specific to the MIT Precision Assembly Robot.

2.2 Rigid-Body Dynamics

This section presents the rigid-body robot model, on which all of the models of higher-order

dynamics are based.
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2.2.1 The Simplest Robot Model

Let us consider one robot degree of freedom (a single axis, link, or joint). Figure 2.3 shows the

effective inertia (total moving mass) of the axis as mr and the effective viscous damping to ground is

br For force control, we model the force sensor as a linear spring, with stiffness ks and damping bs,

between the robot and the workpiece. For now, we model the workpiece as rigid, or ground. The

actuator effort. fa is the system input, and the outputs are the robot position, x. and the force across

the sensor,f =k.,,.

W P ECE

ROBOT SENSOR

Figure 2.3: Rigid-Body Robot Model with Rigid Workpiece

2.2.2 Model Behavior

The open-loop transfer function for this system from input force at the actuator to output force

across the sensor is

Fe(S) k

This transfer function gives the system frequency response characteristics shown in the open-loop

bode plot, Figure 2.4. The bode plot shows no surprises for this simple system. There is unity gain at

zero frequency, and both the amplitude and phase roll off above the natural frequency of Vk/m-r
To investigate the closed-loop behavior of this system, we need to formulate a control law. A

simple force controller implementing explicit force control is of the form

fa = f VsV.
This very simple force control law states that the actuator effort shall be theforce gain times the force

error. The force gain, kf, is unitless, and the force error is the difference between the desired force

setpointfd, and the force measured across the sensorfisrr,.

Now we can draw a root-locus plot for this system as the force feedback gain kfvaries. Figure
2.5 shows the positions in the s-plane of the closed-loop roots as the gain is varied. The roots start

out, for zero gain, at the open-loop poles, and as the gain is increased, the two roots move straight up
and down, and the closed-loop system remains stable for all positive gains.
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Figure 2.4: Bode Plot for the Rigid-Body Robot Model of Figure 2.3
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Figure 2.5: Root-Locus Plot for the Rigid-Body Robot Model of Figure 2.3
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2.2.3 Interpretation

An interpretation of this root-locus plot is that force feedback changes the effective stiffness of

the system, and this can be seen in the closed-loop characteristic equation.

MIS 2 + (b, + b,)s + ks(l+k-) = 0

That is, for this rigid-body robot model, endpoint force feedback has the same effect as joint position

feedback. This is only true to the extent that this simple model characterizes a real robot system.
Specifically, if the endpoint force sensor and joint position sensor actually feed back the very same
information, then it is adequate to represent the robot axis as a rigid body. If, on the other hand, the
robot axis has any flexibility between the actuator and the sensor, then this model is limited in its
ability to represent the robot behavior. Since all robots have some flexibility, we will discuss flexible

robot models in detail in Section 2.4.

Before considering higher-order dynamics, we should take a step back and note how this model
behaves, since we will refer to this rigid-body model as a baseline for comparing the response of
more complex systems. This model shows explicit force control to be stable for all gains, which has

been repeatedly observed in the laboratory to be not the case. In practice, force control is stable only
for low gains. We must dismiss this model as inadequate to represent robot systems for the purpose

of controller design. Just which higher-order effects need to be modeled, is not yet clear. We will

begin with actuator dynamics.

2.3 Actuator Performance

In this section, we consider the response of the robot actuators. We construct an actuator model

and couple that to the robot modeL A typical bandwidth-limited actuator is used as an example. In
Chapter Four, a more-detailed model is developed.

2-3.1 Perfect and Real Actuators

In the previous section, we did not explicitly include an actuator model. Implicitly however,

we assumed that the actuator response is perfect. In reality, of course, the actuator response is
limited. All actuators have both bandwidth limitations and effort limitations. In addition, when the
actuator is coupled to a load, the load characteristics can affect the actuator performance. The

nonlinear saturation effects are discussed in Section 2.7, while here we restrict our analysis to linear

models.

First we will formulate a coupled actuaorfload model which allows us to derive equations for
the decoupled systems separately, and then couple them mathematically. ,s an example, we will

consider an actuator that has a first-order bandwidth limitation, which is typical of many machine

systems. We then couple this simple actuator model with the rigid-body robot model load of Section

2.2.

. m m, mmmm~ mmmmm m,,mmm dmmmiml H a IM ~ i m - - I
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2.3.2 Actuator/Load Coupling

The actuator and its load are dynamically coupled, since the load dynamics physically "load"

the actuator, limiting its performance. Some examples of this effect are load inertia, load damping,

and back EMF. It is generally necessary to derive the equations governing the coupled system with

full knowledge of the structure of both the actuator and the load models. However, if we first derive

the algebra of the dynamic coupling, it will then be possible to derive the transfer functions of the

actuator and load separately. Of course, to analyze the coupled system, we do still need to consider

the fully coupled dynamics, but this can be done numerically, and not symbolically.

Consider the generic actuator and load shown in the block diagram of Figure 2.6. The actuator

dynamics are represented by two transfer functions, Gafand Ga. The outputs of the two actuator

transfer functions sum to give the total actuator output force. Their inputs are the actuator command,

vcd,, (usually volts), and the actuator velocity, vacr which is specified by the load. The load dynamics

are similarly represented by two transfer functions, Gy and G1 ,, specifying the load output force (if

this is the variable of interest) and velocity, respectively. The input to both load transfer functions is

the actuator forcefa.
Actuator Loadr - - ----r

---- 7 ---- 7

I L _ _ _J L ...

Figure 2.6: Actuator Decoupling Model

The equation which dynamically couples the general actuator to the general load is this:

F (s) -__ _ _

Vomd(s) I -GafGiv

This actuator model allows us to derive the actuator and load dynamic equations entirely

separately, only combining them numerically for analysis.
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2.3.3 A Simple Actuator Example

The actuator model to be presented here represents a generic bandwidth-limited actuator. A

sketch of the simple actuator model is shown in Figure 2.7. The input to this model is the actuator

velocity command.

Shnple Actuator Model
S r . . . . 7._

L ......- I
Figure 2.7: Simple Actuator Model

The two actuator transfer fictions required to couple the simple actuator model to a robot

model are:
F4 (s) ks a.,

and

Gavs Fa(s) -kacjaacVfts) s) -s+a. =

2.3.4 Actuator-Coupled Rigid-Body Model Performance

The rigid-body robot model of Figure 2.3 depicts a rigid robot in contact with a rigid

environment. We found this simplified model to be stable for all force feedback gains. Now we will

couple the rigid robot model to the simple actuator model and evaluate its coupled performance, as

shown in Figure 2.8. The transfer functions needed to couple the models are:

G,/s) F,(S) _________

a n d 
V C S

V.(s) ________

,1,s) = F~(s) mS 2 + (b+b)s + k.

The explicit force control equation for the actuator-coupled system is:

V'cmd = Wf-fs
The coupled system's open-loop bode plot is shown in Figure 2.9, and the root-locus plot for varying
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Simple Actuator Model Rigid-Body Robot Model Load
-... 1 ..

... - I . . .. . ._I

Figure 2.8: Simple Actuator Model Coupled to the Rigid-Body Robot Model

kfis shown in Figure 2.10. The actuator model has dramatically changed the rigid-body robot model

response, and made the closed-loop system now unstable for high gains. As expected, this less-than-

perfect actuator has a great effect on the stability of the model. We can no longer increase the speed

of the robot response without limit by turning up the force gain. This system is limited in bandwidth

by the rolloff of the coupled actuator/rigid-robot system.
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Figure 2.9: Bode Plot for the Rigid-Body Coupled Model of Figure 2.8
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Figure 2.10: Root-Locus Plot for the Rigid-Body Coupled Model of Figure 2.8
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2.4 Modeling Flexibility

This section discusses machine flexibility. There are many kinds of flexible elements and just
as many ways to model them. Most importantly however, some compliant elements affect machine
performance quite dramatically, while other forms of flexibility have more subtle effects.

2.4.1 Types of Machine Flexibility

It was mentioned in Section 2.2 that a rigid-body model is severely limited in its ability to
represent real machine systems, which always include some forms of flexibility. Here are a few
examples of flexible elements in robot systems:

" transmission compliance:
* gear tooth bending
* elasticity of tension elements (cables, belts, and chains)
* bearing mount compliance
* lead or ball screw torsion

" structural compliance:
* link bending or torsion
* mounting base compliance
* bending of axis guides or ways

" wrist and contact compliance:
* force sensor compliance
* wrist joints servo stiffness
* gripper flexibility

grasp compliance
* workpiece compliance

Note that some of these flexible elements are physically located between the actuator and sensor,
while others are not. This distinction will be important when we evaluate their effects on dynamic
performance. It will be very instructive to compare the performance of the various flexible robot
models to the rigid-body robot model of Section 2.2. Referring to the above list, the force sensor
compliance is already included in our rigid-body robot model, and we will discuss workpiece
compliance in the section on task dynamics, Section 2.5. The other forms of compliance will be
covered in this section.

2.4.2 Transmission and Link Flexibility

The transmission and link dynamically couple the actuator to the endpoint. In the models
discussed so far, we have assumed that the actuator velocity is the same as the endpoint velocity. In
fact, with any flexibility in either the transmission or the link, there will be frequencies above which
the actuator and endpoint velocities will not only be different, but even completely out of phase.

Ai
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Since both transmission compliance and link or am compliance can give rise to this same dynamic

effect, we say that the distinction between msmission flexibility and link or axis flexibility is not

particularly important

We can include the compliance of the transmission or link by adding another lumped mass to

the rigid-body robot model of Section 2.2. and placing a spring between the two masses, as shown in

Figure 2.11. The robot itself is now represented by the two mases, mr, and mr2, and the flexibility

between them, given by kf and bt For now, we will use the simple sensor and workpiece model, as

before, and here we will analyze the model without coupling to an actuator modeL

ROBOT NZNSOR

Figure 2.11: Robot Model Including Transmission or Link Flexibility

If the stiffness of the transmission is low, as in a harmonic drive [36] or with flexible tendons

[44], then the robot compliance, Ap would represent this transmission flexibility. If the link itself is

flexible [3, 21], then the robot compliance should represent the link flexibility. Determining the

parameters for the flexible robot model is not so straightforward as for the rigid-body robot model.

One method for finding the necesary values is given in Section 4.4.

The transfer function required to analyze this model is the endpoint (sensed) force transfer

function.

Fe(s) S) kb,.
F" F(---' [ms 2+(b+b, S+kJ[n+(b-b+k, .k.Hb1I+k--

The endpoint force ransfer function can be analyzed alone to show the performance of this model

with a perfect actuator. The open-loop bode plot, Figure 2.12, and the root-locus plot, Figure 2.13,

demonstrate the effect of adding the robot flexibility to the rigid-body model.

The rigid-body robot model bode plot, Figure 2.4, in the absence of actuator dynamics, never

dropped past 180* in phase. The flexible robot model bode plot, Figure 2.12, does. This allows the

closed-loop system to be unstable for some gains. The root locus plot, Figure 2.13, shows that for

high gains, the system has closed-loop roots in the ight-half of the s-plane.

We refer to this effect as noncolocatlon, first discussed by (evarter [341 in the context of
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Figure 2.12: Bode Plot for the Flexible Robot Model of Figure 2.11
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Figure 2.13: Root Locus Plot for the Flexible Robot Model of Figure 2.11
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conutrolling flexible vehicles. Gevarter showed that if an actuator and sensor are physically located at

different points on a flexible structure, then there will be unstable modes in the dosed-loop system.

He also showed that calocation does not guarantee stable closed-loop control. (Even if an actuator

and sensor are physically colocated, there can still be modes in which the actuator output and the

sensor signal ame out of phase, while for the rigid-body mode, they are in phase. It depends upon

what is being measured and where the actuator/sensor pair is placed on the structure.) Gevarter

presents examples of noncolocated control systems, including a rail train autopilot with the

locomotive at the head of the train and the speedometer in the center.

In our example, the addition of a robot vibrational mode has allowed the actuator and the

endpoint to now respond opposite in phase to the control inputs at certain frequencies. The bode plots

of the two open-loop position transfer functions demonstrate this. Figure 2.14 shows the phase
X,1 u) .

response of the mass that moves with the actuator and of the mass that moves with the endpoint

Above the frequency of the robot resonance, the actuator and endpoint are responding

considerably out of phase. This means that even though the force signal may be giving accurate

information about the endpoint interaction, this results in the controller sending exactly the wrong

signals to the actuators.

190

02.0 .5 L 2.5 3.0

0.-900. Log Frequency (Ra4VSec)

-180

190

0.5 1.0 1.5 0 2.5 3.0

-180L
Figure 214: Bode Phase Plot Showing Phase Shift Caused by Noncolocation
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Robot flexibility is certainly one possible cause of robot force control instability. The robot-

flexibility model explains how joint position control can achieve higher bandwidth than endpoint

force control. This insight was lacking in the actuator model, which displayed an instability that

would be present even for joint position control. Nevertheless, it remains to be seen how other types

of flexibility affect machine performance. In the next section, we consider the flexibility of the base

structure which supports the manipulator.

2.4.3 Base Dynamics

A robot can be quite a massive machine tool. The base on which it is mounted is never

perfectly rigid. In fact, the base compliance can even give rise to the lowest-frequency mode of

vibration observed in the robot structure. The simple explanation for this mode is that before the

robot was bolted to the floor, while in free space, it had six floating rigid-body modes. After

attachment of the robot base to the floor, the rigid-body modes now become vibrational modes. It is

quite possible that the effective combined stiffness of the robot base structure and the floor flexibility

gives rise to low-frequency modes in which the entire mass of the arm (actuators, links, and sensor)

moves against the effective base stiffness. In fact the workpiece too may be moving with the arm and

not the base. This is the case with the MIT Precision Assembly Robot, and the lowest-frequency

mode is the "base mode", at approximately 12 Hz. Garcia-Reynoso [331 measured the mode shape to

be as shown in Figure 2.15.

We will consider two robot models in which we include base dynamics. In the first model,

shown in Figure 2.16a, the robot has a compliant base, and the workpiece is still mounted to ground.

In the second model, Figure 2.16b, the base also supports the workpiece.

In both base models, mb represents the moving mass of the base, while kb and bb give its
stiffness and damping. The actuator effort is applied to both the base and the robot. For now, we use

the simple rigid-body robot model of Section 2.2 to represent the arm and sensor. In both of these

base models the workpiece is given no dynamics yet, however in the second base model, the dynamic

base is also the workpiece support. This configuration best describes the setup of many cartesian

robots, including the MIT Precision Assembly Robot and the IBM 7565 arms where the workpiece is

generally mounted to the robot base plate.

The equations of motion for the base models are quite simple to derive, as before. However, in

formulating the transfer functions, we have a bit more algebra to do. The actuator velocity is given

by this equation:

VacAs) = s[Xr(s)- Xb(S)l

The transfer functions needed for the first base model are:
F(s) kX(s) ________________________

Fa(s) Fa($) [mbs2+(bb+b)s+kb][m,s2+(b+bs)s+ks]-b

The transfer functions needed for the second base model are:
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Figure 2.15: Mode Shape of the 12 Hz Resonance

F,(s) kXs) k(mb m,)i2+bbs+kbJ
Fa(s) F4 (s) [m2+(bb+b+b)+k+k][mrz 2+(b+b,)+kH(b+b)+k] 2

The bode and root locus plots for the base dynamics models are shown in Figure 2.17 through

2.20. These plots demonsrae very clearly how this type of structural flexibility differs from the link

flexibility considered in the previous section ie bode phase plots show a sharp lag in phase

followed quickly by phase lead. Ibis behavior is explained by the root locus plots which show that a
pair of poles is very near a pair of zeros all of which are contributed by the base dynamics. As the

base damping, bb. is increased, the poles and zeros move away fom the imaginary axis and have less

effect on the response. The base dynamics effects become more important when other lags are
introduced by either scuatsar dynamics or azm flexibility. In Section 4.3.5, we will discuss an

application of the base models where this is the case.

In contrast with the link and transmission compliance, the base compliance is : detrimental

to the bandwidth of the closed-loop system. The phase dip contributed by the base dynamics would

not cause instability if the rigid-body system had sufficient phase margin to keep the total phase

above -180*. Also, if the base mode is sufficiently damped, then the pair of poles will lie very close

A_
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a)kbAkPIC

(first base model)MbEr

ROBOT BASE ROBOT AXIS SENSOR

b) M r m-IIPIECE

(second base model)bbL a

ROBOT BASR ROBOT AXIS SENSOR

Figure 2.16: Two Robot Models Including Base Flexibility

to the pair of zeros, and this phase dip is hardly even noticeable. Finally, we call the base mode
dynamically colocated., since the base resonance does not cause the actuator and sensor to vibrate
opposite in phase.

A comment is in order about the difference between the two base models. When the base
dynamics are very underdamped and have a resonance near the crossover of the rigid-body model,
this mode can contribute significantly to the response of the system. In general, however, when the
base dynamics are significant, the configuration of the base B model appears to be more stable for
force control. This is because the endpoint force comes from the sensor which is contacting the
dynamic base, instead of the ground. The base motion accomplishes some work on behalf of the
endpoint force control task.

2.4.4 Better Bending Models

So far, we have used lumped-parameter models used to represent the robot as a flexible system.
These models do adequately model some flexible systems, however, other types of compliance may
require bending models. The models in this section are motivated by the question: "How well can a
serial lumped-mass model represent a beam in bending?" The model which we have used to
represent the transmission flexibility in Section 2.4.2 looks like it would also model the first mode of
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Figure 2.17: Bode Plot for the First Base Flexibility Model of Figure 2. 16a
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Figure 2.18: Root Locus Plots for the First Base Flexibility Model of Figure 2.16a
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a beam in axial (tension/compression) vibration. It just does not appear to model bending with the
same fidelity. In search of models to use for real machine systems, we investigate two models of

beams in bending: a distributed-parameter beam model and a lumped-parameter beam model.

In paricular, we would like to be able to derive both colocated and noncolocated transfer

functions for the beams. Perhaps these models will more closely depict the behavior of the robot

structure, whose modes look as if they are comprised of beams in bending.

Figure 2.21 shows the distributed-parameter beam robot model. We consider the cantilever

beam shown with a sliding constraint at one end and free at the other end. At the sliding end, we

apply the actuator force and measure the actuator motion. At the free end, we measure the tip

displacement. For now, we will not include the contact interactions and instead leave the endroint

free.

Figure 2.21: Distributed-Parameter Beam Robot Model

Derivation of equations of motion for such a beam is faidy simple, however, we desire transfer

functions. Vaughan [94] has developed a method for the derivation of such transfer functions,
although he does not present this particular set of end conditions. Using his procedure, however, we

can derive the following relations representing the colocated (actuator) and noncolocated (tip) transfer

functions for the sliding-free beam shown.
Vw/S) -I,':- (2+C2)2+2S2+2C2+1

= T'P (S2+C2)2-4CS-1

~C(5
24CZ+ 1)

Fe~s)(S 2 .C2)-4CS-1
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where S = e-ffP sin V'T

C = c- 0 s 4-

I

a

a2 =

T =?2

and p, E, I, A, and I are the usual beam parameters.

These transfer functions are non-polynomial, and have an infinity of poles and zeros. Nevertheless,

we can plot their frequency response in the normal manner, by substituting s - jco. Figure 2.22 shows

these frequency response plots, using sample beam parameters.
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Figure 2.22: Bode Plots for the Distributed-Parameter Beam Model of Figure 2.21

Now, to investigate the suitability of this type of beam model to robot data, we consider the

poles and zeros of these transfer functions. While we cannot explicitly solve for the poles and zeros

as the roots of the numerators and denominators of the transfer functions, we can still find the poles

and zeros as the points in the s-plane at which the transfer functions become infinite or zero,
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respectively. In fact, by doing so, we can construct polynomial approximatons to these beam transfer

functions which are valid up to any frequency we choose. Shown in Figure 2.23 are the pole-zero

arrays for the colocated and noncolocated transfer functions of the beam. These polynomial

approximations match the true beam transfer functions perfectly through the fourth modes. The

colocated beam transfer function has poles and zeros in alternating pairs along the imaginary axis.

The noncolocated beam transfer function has pairs of poles along the imaginary axis (in the same

locations, since the two transfer finctions have the same characteristic equation), but the zeros are

spread out symmetrically along the positive and negative real axes! The real zeros appear in these

"pairs" so as to contribute no net phase shift. (Without these zeros, the magnitude response would

drop off much faster.)
urn I,...

ARe popAARe

CoLcMJ TF Noseoltate TF
Figure 2.23: Pole-Zero Arrays for the Distributed-Parameter Beam Model of Figure 2.21

The nonminimum phase zeros which appear in the noncolocated transfer fimction of the

distributed-parameter beam robot model are interesting. They were also reported by Cannon and

Schmitz to exist in the transfer functions of their very flexible beam structure (21]. The
nonminimum-phase zeros are curious because they do not appear in any of the lumped-mass models

derived above. Is this because the distributed-parameter beam model uses distributed elements
instead of lumped? Or is modeling the bending instead of the tension/compression the significant

difference which gives rise to the nonminimum phase zeros?

We hypothesize that the right-half plane zeros come from the bending effects and not the

distributed nature of the model. However, to find out for sure, we derive transfer functions for a

lumped-parameter bending-beam model shown in Figure 2.24. This model is a limited form of the

lumped-parameter Timoshenko beam. Here the left-end mass slides, while the right-end mass is free

to rotate and translate, as in the distributed-parameter model discussed above.
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Figure 2.24: Lumped-Parameter Beam Model

The equations of motion for this model can be derived and we can solve for the transfer

functions from the input force to various outputs. Figure 2.25 shows the pole-zero arrays for two

such transfer functions. The colocated transfer function, from the force input to the actuator output,

vacr is again minimum phase. The noncolocated transfer function. from the force input to the tip

output, vi,. is again nonminimum phase. In fact, this noncolocated transfer function also has a "pair"

of real zeros at equal frequencies on the positive and negative real axes.

Re dORe

Coloeated TF Noncolocated TF
Figure 2.25: Pole-Zero Arrays for the Lumped-Parameter Beam Model of Figure 2.24

The appearance of the nonminimum phase zeros in the noncolocated transfer functions for both

of these bending-beam models is particularly interesting. It leads us to wonder if the nonminimum
phase noncolocated transfer functions result in increased tendency for closed-loop roots to cross into

the right-half plane. For now, we will close the discussion of the bending models until we see if the

experimental data justify their further development. To summarize, in the bending models, the

colocated transfer functions showed poles and zeros alternating in order along the imaginary axis.
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The noncolocated tasfer functions had the same poles, but the zeros were arranged symmetrically

about the origin on the positive and negative real axes.pe
2.5 Task Dynamics

Some researchers that have implemented closed-loop endpoint force control have found that

stiff environments are more difficult to make contact with. Others have had trouble with more

massive workpieces. The role of environment stiffniess (and more generally workpiece dynamics) is

to be investigated in this section. So far, we have modeled the environment as a rigid "wall", thought

by some to be the worn-case task. Colgate (221 has shown that for some robot systems, a pure mass

might even be the most destabilizing environment. In this section. we will model the task as a

second-order lumped-mass system, and investigate how these dynamics affect the stability of robot

force control.

2.5.1 The Dynamic Workplece Model

Figure 2.26 shows the rigid-body robot model augmented with a dynamic workpiece. The

workpiece has mass m w, stiffess k,. and damping bw The robot has only its rigid-body dynamics,

and no vibrational modes. The force sensor, with stiffness k. couples the robot to the workpiece.

ROBOT SENSOR WORKPIZCE

FIgme 2.26: Robot Model Including Workpiece Dynamics

The mnsfer function from input actuator force to output sensed force is:

Fs(s) k~mw/+bwsL)

Fa(s) [,mt br+b."S[k[mi.(bs+bw)ks+k-.wHb +k) 2

The bode and root locus plots are shown in Figure 2.27 and 2.28. The second-order workpiece

dynamics contribute a pair of poles and a pair of zeros. This gives a phase dip to the bode plot, just

like the base dynamics did. Adding more damping to the workpiece moves the pair of poles away

from the imaginary axis and toward the pair of zeros, so they almost canceL Increasing the workpiece

stiffness makes the workpiece poles faster, moving them away from the origin in the vertical

direction. (Of course, strictly speaking, all of the roots are eigenvalues of the whole system. We find
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it instructive. nevertheless to speak in looser terms, by naming the specific poles by the prominent

deflecting features of their mode shapes. In this case, the "workpiece poles".)

In terms of colocation. the workpiece dynamics add a dynamically colocated mode. That is,

just like the base dynamics, the workpiece dynamics do not contribute to the actuator-to-endpoint
out-of-phase response. In fact, for the rigid-body robot model shown, the workpiece dynamics have

very little effect on stability. In the absence of other dynamics, the model shows that robot force
control is stable with all workpieces. Next we will consider what happens when we also include in
the model robot flexibility or actuator dynamics.

2.5.2 Adding Robot Dynamics

Figure 2.29 shows the robot now represented by two lumped masses, as in the robot flexibility

model of Figure 2.11, and the workpiece has the dynamics described above. In Figure 2.30, the root

locus plot shows, as expected, that the workpiece adds a pair of poles and a pair of zeros to the robot
flexibility model that we analyzed earlier. As before, the system is unstable for high gains, and the

workpiece dynamics actually have little effect unless their frequency is near the crossover of the

system without the workpiece. In this special case, illustrated in Figure 2.31 the workpiece can
actually help to stabilize the system, since its zeros can attract the roots which would be crossing the

imaginary axis, and the system becomes unstable only at a higher frequency, increasing the

achievable bandwidth.

2.S.3 Adding Actuator Dynamics

Figure 2.32 shows the rigid-body robot with workpiece model of Figure 2.26 coupled to the
simple actuator model of Section 2.3. Recall that the actuator model, when coupled with the rigid-
body robot model did indeed show a stability limitation. Now we add the workpiece and Figure 2.33

shows that the worlpiece dynamics have again contributed the pair of poles and pair of zeros that we
have come to expect from colocated modes. These added dynamics generally have little effect on the

system bandwidth. The special case, as before, is when the workpiece dynamics have nearly the same
frequency as the crossover of the system without the workpiece mode. Figure 2.34 shows that the
workpiece can again help to stabilize the system, when its zeros attract the roots which would have

been crossing the imaginary axis, and the system then goes unstable at a slightly higher frequency,

increasing the overall bandwidth.

The important conclusion about colocated dynamics is that they have little effect on the overall
response of the system, however they do effect the response over a small range of frequency. This

phenomenon is quite similar to the contribution of a second-order lead filter. If the characteristics are
chosen carefully, the effect can be somewhat helpful.
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Figure 2.27: Bode Plots for the Woripicce Model of Figure 2.26
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ROBOT SIENSOR WORKPIECE

Figure 2.29: Robot Model Including Workpiece Dynamics and Robot Flexibility
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Figure 2.30: Root Locus Plot for the Wokpce Model with Robot Flexibility of Figure 2.29
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Figure 2.31: Root Locus Plot for the Workpiece Model Showing a Possibly Stabilizing Case
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Simple Actuator Model Robot Model

I OBOT SENISOR WORKPIECU

Lenm al L- -- -
Figure 2.32: Robot Model Including Woxkpiece and Actuator Dynamnics
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2.6 Grip Compliance

Some researchers have claimed that contact with stiff tasks can be stabilized by using soft

gripper pads between the robot endpoint and the workpiece. Many researchers in fact do use

compliant contact surfaces either intentionally to help stability, or without knowing that this has any

effect on the robot performance. This section will model how this works and shows how this trick

can be used to increase system bandwidth.

Figure 2.35 shows a model which includes a rigid robot and dynamic workpiece, as in Figure

2.26. We have now added the grip compliance to the model, which allows us to also include the

sensor dynamics. The grip stiffness k. and damping b. may be relatively low as compared to the

other springs and dampers in the model. The force sensor, which has stiffness ks, now also has mass

m., which was previously lumped into the workpiece mass. We do not include the robot flexibility

this time. However, we would like to consider a case where without the grip compliance the systen"

does go unstable, and so we will couple this grip model with the simple actuator dynamics. We know

that the actuator model combined with the rigid robot and workpiece model, does indeed have a

stability limit

Zr Xf XW

ROBOT SENSOR GRIP WORKPIECE

Figure 2.35: Robot Model Including Grip Compliance

First, we will look at the effect of the grip on the uncoupled (perfect-actuator) robot model.

The analysis shown in Figures 2.36 and 2.37 is for the model uncoupled from the actuator. Here we

still have colocated control so the system is stable even for high gains, and the grip dynamics have

had little effect

The analysis shown in Figures 2.38 and 2.39 is for the model coupled with the simple actuator

model of Section 2.3. The lag introduced by the actuator poles give the system severe stability

problems. Now the low-gain stability depends upon all the system parameters, particularly the

stiffness and damping of the workpiece, grip, and sensor. At high gain, the coupled system will

always be unstable. Since it is difficult to draw conclusions without specific model parameters, we

will defer most of this discussion to Chapters Four and Five, where we model a specific case more

carefully.
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Some general observations can be made, however, about the effect of grip compliance. High
grip stiffness has relatively little effect on the system performance. Specifically, modeling a stiff grip
adds a colocated mode just like the base and workpiece dynamics do. This pair of poles and pair of
zeros close together are not particularly interesting since we know they have fairly little effect. Low
grip stiffness has a very interesting effect, however. The added pair of poles and zeros are not close
together. The very compliant grip allows the robot and the workpiece to act more like their
decoupled systems. In Chapter Five, we will further investigate how grip compliance affects force
control performance.

-A
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Figure 2.38: Bode Plots for the Coupled Grip Model of Figure 2.35
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2.7 Nonlinearities

All of the dynamic phenomena that we have attempted to model are actually nonlinear effects.
We have already learned a great deal about the performance of machines from linear models.
Nonlinear models, however are quite necessary for evaluating the behavior in more detail.

There are many possible sources of nonlinearity in machines. Below some of the more
important robot nonlinearities are listed.

* saturation
* sensor output

e controller command
a analog signal conditioning

9 actuator effort

* digitization

* sensor digital conversion

& controller servo rate
e output analog conversion

* discontinuities
* backlash
* workpiece contact

9 friction
* actuator mechanism

* transmission elements
* joint bearing surfaces
* coulomb friction
* stiction
* nonlinear viscous friction
• drag

e structural elements
* stiffening and softening springs
* limit stops

* load-dependent compliance

e geometry
e gravity changes with position
* acceleration coupling
* harmonics of modeled modes

This section will not cover all of these nonlinear effects. Instead, we will recommend when to
use a nonlinear model for design, and present a nonlinear example. The example we consider
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investigates the discontinuity at the workpiece contact Linear models are unable to represent the

very nonlinear force control applications where the robot is only sometimes in contact with the

environment, and at other times not in contact.

The linear models are quite adequate in general, since force control usually involves fairly little
motion and it is th linear dynamic terms that generally dominate the robot behavior for fine motions.
For large robot motions (which we have not been considering here), multi-axis kinematic models are
certainly required, and the geometry can give rise to some nonlinear terms.

For controller design, saturation should be included in the simulations. Saturation

nonlinearities are very easy to include, and can cause very significant limitations in robot
performance. Sweet and Good [891 found that motor torque limits were the most significant
nonlinearities in their system. We include saturations in the simulation model of the MIT Precision

Assembly Robot system in the next section.

Discretization of the analog signals can be a nasty problem; however, if it is done with 12-bit
conversions and properly set scales, this effect usually is not important. Simulating this nonlinearity

is not advisable, since the numerical integrator will too often come across the small discontinuities. A
fixed-timestep integrator will accumulate large errors, and a variable-timestep integrator will proceed
very slowly, since it will do too much backtracking to find the discontinuities.

Digital sampling is indeed an important nonlinearity. Authors have analyzed the effect of low
servo rates on force control [98, 102], and not surprisingly they have found that you cannot sample
very slowly and retain stability. A safe rule of thumb is to set the sample rate five to ten times faster

than the closed-loop bandwidth desired. A z-plane analysis is required to determine if slower
sampling can be tolerated.

Friction has been analyzed in some detail [92,102]. Townsend and Salisbury showed that pure

coulomb friction can actually help to stabilize force control. It increases the stable region so that
higher force gains can sometimes be used. Stiction, on the other hand, where the static friction is

higher than the dynamic friction, can be destabilizing, causing sustained limit cycles.

2.7.1 Discontinuity at the Workpiece Contact

The discontinuity at the task interface (workpiece contact) is quite a severe nonlinearity. When
the robot loses contact with the environment, its dynamics are changed and the force feedback goes
away. The collision which occurs when the contact is again made is thought to cause an impact

which excites the arm, causing the system to go unstable. The analysis presented here shows that the
discontinuity is not the cause of the observed instability, but rather it is the higher-order dynamics

instead.
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Figure 2.40 shows a nonlinear version of the rigid-body robot model. In this model, the robot

and workpiece can separate when the contact force becomes zero or would be negative. When the

linear control law, fa = kf (fd-f,], is implemented as above, nonlinear simulations have shown time

responses resembling Figure 2.41. With this rigid-body robot model, no limit cycle response is

displayed, even for very high gains, large initial displacements, and large impact velocities.

Figure 2.42 shows a discontinuous version of the flexible robot model of Figure 2.11. In this

model, the robot and workpiece can also separate when the contact force becomes zero. When the

linear control law is implemented as above, nonlinear simulations have shown time responses

resembling Figure 2.43.

The nonlinear system exhibits limit cycles for some values of gain. For all gains higher than

the critical gain predicted by the linear analysis, the system wi limit cycle. For some gains lower
than the critical gain predicted by the linear analysis, the system wil also limit cycle. For other low

gains, however, the system is always stable. The limit cycle performance depends upon all the

system parameters, as well as the initial conditions, and of course the feedback gain

The conclusion about this particular nonlinearity is that the linear model is useful for

calculating an upper bound on the allowable force feedback gain. However, since Townsend

[92] showed that for coulomb friction, the opposite is true, that the linear model predicts a lower

bound on the stable gain limit, we have to be somewhat cautious. It suffices to say that it is very

difficult to draw general conclusions about nonlinear system behavior, and therefore simulations are

required to make reasonable performance predictions when severe nonlinearities am involved.
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Figure 2.43: Flexible Discontinuous Model Response
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Chapter Three

Measuring Robot Performance

Modeling machine performance is very important for developing intuitive understanding of

how systems behave. In addition, we must continually test this intuition and our models by

comparing them to actual machine performance. This chapter describes an effort to measure robot

response in the laboratory with three goals in mind. First, we require measurements of the parameters

unknown in the robot models. Second, we need real data against which to judge the validity of the

mathematical models. Third, we wish to observe the real system behavior so that if our models are

wrong, we can create new models with the right effects included. (In fact, a great deal of qualitative

laboratory data has already been used in the creation of the models, but here we intend to collect

quantitative data.)

3.0.1 Deciding What to Measure

Most of the measurements made are frequency response data. Just why this is the case, and
when to take other types of data is not obvious. All of the characteristics of a linear model are visible

in the frequency domain, including DC gain and phase, resonant and antiresonant frequencies, phase

shifts, damping ratios, and even nonminimum phase. Time response data is used as a benchmark for

the nonlinear model performance. We can check the various saturation levels by monitoring the

appropriate signals.

There are various performance indices which apply to robotics and, of these, closed-loop

bandwidth is one which will be considered often in this and in the later chapters. The open-loop

phase crossover point determines the bound on achievable closed-loop bandwidth, so particular
attention is paid to this specification. These frequency-domain tests will be made by instrumenting

both the actuator ad the robot itself, measuring inputs and outputs, and finally calculating transfer
functions.

The time-domain tests include both position-control and force-control transient response to step

inputs, impacts with a workpiece under closed-loop force control, and closed-loop task-disturbance

rejection. We pay particular attention to characterizing the nonlinearities with the step response tests,

and we look for global stability in the impact and disturbance tests.

While tests were run on more than one robot axis, we will describe and show data for the X

axis only (Figure 3.1), since the methods and results are typical.
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3.1 Experimental Hardware

The Mrr Precision Assembly Robot (MrrPAR) was designed and built in the MIT Artificial

Intelligence Laboratory by Vasler and others in the robotics group under Professor Seering [93]. The
design specifications included that the robot perform an order of magnitude better than commercially-

available robot arms. A gantry-type arm, shown in Figure 3.1 was built with three cartesian axes,
labeled X, Y, and Z in the sketch. At the tip of the arm, where most manipulators have a three-axis
wrist, this arm has a single, continuous-rotation degree of freedom, labeled e in the sketch. Finally,
the base holds a two-axis rotary table with the last two degrees of freedom, labeled 0 and W. This
unique configuration is ideally-suited to mechanical assembly, where most of the work is done from
the Z-direction [61]. Generally, the rotary table is not even required, but can be used to mount the
workpiece for access from five of its six sides.

The force sensor is a two-axis transducer which uses four strain gages and analog
instrumentation (two Wheaswne half bridge circuits and two AD521 precision instrumentation
amplifiers) to provide decoupled voltages corresponding to the X- and Y-direction interaction forces.
The compliant element is a .375 inch square aluminum beam 1.5 inch long. A glue joint was added to
the sensor as a precaution to limit damage caused by unstable robot response.

3.1.1 Frequency Response Tests

The test setup for the frequency response tests is shown in Figure 3.2. The hardware used
includes: a Hewlett-Packard 5423A Structural Dynamics Analyzer;, the robot's Automatix amplifiers
and Aerotech motors; the robot structure; and a Bruel & Kjaer piezoelectric accelerometer and charge
amplifier. The input given to the system is band-limited white noise generated by the analyzer.
Various outputs are measured in the tests, and the analyzer compares the frequency components of
the input and output signals, then calculates a transfer function for plotting. In this manner, we can
measure transfer functions from any input voltage to any other output voltage. With the appropriate
transducers, we can then effectively measure input or output forces, accelerations, positions, and
mote.

The structure of the robot actuator system is shown in Figure 3.3. The detailed motor model,
developed in Section 4.1.1 requires parameters for the preamplifier, amplifier, motor, and tachometer.
To characterize the Automatix amplifiers and Aerotech motors, we measure the following transfer
functions:

" velocity command to curent command
" tachometer feedback to current command
" current command to current monitor with motor shaft locked
" current command to current monitor with motor shaft free
" velocity command to tachometer voltage with motor shaft free
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Figure 3.1: The MIT Precision Assembly Robot

Figure 3.2: Robot Frequency Response Test Setup

Measuring ail of thee transfer functions allows us to develop small sections of the proposed motor

model at a time. For example. the velocity command to current command transfer function has a DC
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Figure 3.3: Structure of the Robot/Actuator System

gain which is equal to the preamplifier feedforward gain. Its flat amplitude and zero phase confirms
that there is no significant filtering in the feedforward section of the preamplifier. Similarly, the
measurement using the tachometer feedback input gives the values of the preamplifier feedback input
gain and filter frequency. The remaining three tests are used to confirm the motor parameters and the
structure of the proposed motor model. In the test using the current command as input, the noise
signal was actually given to the velocity command, with the current command monitored as input to

the measured transfer function.

To understand the behavior of the robot arm itself, we use as input the velocity command
voltage at the amplifier. We measure the following three outputs:

" robot acceleration measured at the motor (colocated)
" robot acceleration measured at the endpoint (noncolocated)
" sensed contact force measured at the tip (noncolocated)

The acceleration measurements are made for the robot not in contact with the environment, and the
force transfer function is measured while the robot is in contact with the dynamic workpiece. The
colocated and noncolocated transfer functions are needed to help explain the difference in the
achievable bandwidths of colocated joint position control and noncolocated endpoint force control.
The endpoint force transfer function shows the open-loop plant for the force control system, including

base, actuator, robot, and task dynamics.

3.1.2 Transient Response Teats

We measure transient response quite differently, using the robot controller to monitor the

necessary signals. The controller includes for each axis an Intel 8031 microprocessor, two AD7574
8-bit A/D converters, one AD7542 12-bit D/A converter, and an encoder tracking circuiL The
microprocessors run the axis servo loops at 1500 Hz, and they have up to 12K of memory each, so

they can store a modest amount of data. They are supervised by a Digital PDP- 11/23 minicomputer,
which uses FORTH to send the servo loops, gains, and motion commands down to the

microprocessors. The data are transferred from the microprocessors, through the PDP- 11, to a Digital
VAX 11/750 for storage. The data processing is done in LISP on a Symbolics 3600 machine. Figure
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3.4 shows this setup where sensed force and acceleration are being measured for the closed-loop force

control tests. In the position-control tests, we take the motor current monitor signal from inside the

amplifier and use the two A/D converters to monitor tachometer voltage and motor current.

d a m c r p r o c e s r&/

Figure 3.4: Robot Control Hardwae and Experimental Setup

3.123 The Test Workplece

For the force control tests, we require a workpiece to make contact with. In designing this

workpiece, we make the following functional requirements:

-_~~~~ JIR trce

motor

"~~~~~sri gaugel I I •°
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* The workpiece needs to be stiff enough to be considered rigid by most robot modeling

standards, since force control researchers have noted difficulty making stable contact

with very stiff environments.

a The workpiece should be quite massive, large enough to bring its lowest natural

frequency down within the range of modeling interest, say about 40 Hz.

* The workpiece requires a flat surface against which the robot can make contact while
leaving most of the workspace available for other tests and also room to start from a

distance to reach top speed before making contact.

The workpiece design is sketched in Figure 3.5. It is a cast iron angle jig, 1 inch thick, with

milled surfaces. Its support is a steel beam, .5 inch thick by 1.5 inches high, bolted at both ends to the

robot frame. The support effective stiffness (including 10% twist and 90% bending) is measured to

be 412,700 N/in. The workpiece itself has an effective mass (including some of the beam mass) of

6.6 kg giving its lowest measured natural frequency of 39.8 Hz.

MITPAR F

-p.-

-

I - -

I

force sno 
okit

Figure 3.: The Test Workpiece Mounted to the Robot Frame

3.2 Frequency Response Tests

The goal of the frequency response testing is to measure some transfer functions to compare

with the models, and to determine experimentally the system bandwidth. First the actuator response

is measured to characterize the amplifier and the motor. Then the robot is tested in both colocated
and noncolocated configurations. We attempt to predict from these tests the closed-loop system

bandwidth that can be achieved.
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3.2.1 Actuator Transfer Functions

The motor and amplifier are tested extensively to determine the parameters for the motor model

described in Section 4. 1.1 and to verify that the structure of the model is correct.

The preamplifier is tested in two parls. First, the velocity command to current command
transfer function is measured. Figure 3.6 shows the preamp response to be flat up to 1600 Hz. The
DC gain is 4.1 volts/volt. Second, the tachometer feedback to current command transfer function is
measured. Figure 3.7 shows this preamp response to be filtered with a first-order cutoff of 150 Hz.

The DC gain is -3.9 volts/volt. (This is an inverting input.)

The power amplifier stage is more difficult to test. It is a pulse-width modulated (PWM) power
amplifier with current feedback, so it looks like a transconductance amplifier (current amplifier). The
current error essentially determines the duty cycle of the voltage output to the motor. The motor
current is sensed and the measured current signal is subtracted from the current command to yield the

current error. Since the motor and power amplifier are coupled in this manner, we must test the two
together. We cannot test the power amplifier separately, since it requires the motor inductance for

stable operation.

We can however, test the motor without its inertia, damping, and back-EMP. We do this by
locking the motor shaft so there is no rotation whatsoever. Then we test the power amplifier and

motor electrical dynamics only. The noise from the analyzer cannot be given directly to the current
command, so it is applied to the velocity command, and then the current command is measured as the
input to the transfer function, while the current feedback signal is measured as the transfer function
output. Figure 3.8 shows the transfer function to have flat DC response with roughly unity gain at

low frequency, and first-order rolloff at about 2000 Hz. This good current-command-following

ability implies high gain in the inner current loop of the power amplifier.

Now, to include the motor mechanical dynamics without the robot dynamics, we simply unlock
the motor shaft but do not couple it to the robot transmission. The transfer function of interest

measures the tachometer voltage as output and this compared to the velocity command as input gives

the amplifier/motor unloaded bandwidth. Figure 3.9 shows this transfer function to have a DC gain
of about 0.85 and a rolloff (which may be first order) at about 46 Hz.

3.2.2 Robot System Transfer Functions

When we attach the motor to the robot, we can test the system as a whole. We would rather,
for the purpose of model verification, test the robot separately. However, with the motor used as the
system input, its dynamics are included. Actually, it might be possible to excite the robot with

another input, such as an impact from a force hammer on the motor shaft. This technique is used

extensively in modal analysis, and was used by Garcia-Reynoso to take data to build his dynamic
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model of the robot structure (33]. For our tests, we require a great deal of energy to be put into the

system, and so we use the motors as actuators. We will send noise in to the preamplifier at the

velocity command input and measure three outputs

* motor acceleration (colocated transfer function)

* tip acceleration (noncolocated transfer function)

* contact force (noncolocated transfer function)

The acceleration measurements are made with the robot unconstrained, that is, not in contact

with the workpiece. These two transfer functions measure the colocated response and the

noncolocated response. The system is the same for both tests, only the position of the accelerometer

is changed. In the motor acceleration measurement, the accelerometer was placed on a bracket

attached to the ball screw at the motor coupling. The data are scaled to units of the linear

(translational) acceleration of the axis. The endpoint acceleration measurement was made with the

accelerometer placed at the tip of the robot, near the force sensor. These transfer functions, shown in

Figures 3.10 and 3.11 represent the open-loop arm response for the robot in free space, unattached

- from the workpiece. The robot models aim to match this dynamic data.

The contact force transfer function is measured with the endpoint in contact with the

workpiece. Actually, the endpoint must be clamped to the workpiece to maintain contact since the

noise signal has no offset to give a bias force. The force measurement is the normal output of the

force sensor strain gage amplifier circuit. The force transfer function measurement is shown in

Figure 3.12. This measurement represents the open-loop transfer function for the attached

robot/workpiece system model to match.

3.2.3 Comments on the Measured Frequency Response

It is interesting to note a few features of the robot system frequency response. The open-loop

colocated and noncolocated transfer functions differ greatly. Both measurements were made on

identical systems; only the accelerometer placement differed. Therefore, these transfer functions

have the same characteristic equation, and different numerator dynamics. The noncolocated transfer

function shows system resonances at 12, 38, 44, 67, and 77 Hz. The colocated transfer function does
not show these resonant frequencies as clearly.

More impotantly, the two acceleration transfer functions display the open-loop phase

crossover fequencies for colocated (joint) and noncolocated (endpoint) position control. We cannot

infer the force control bandwidth from these measurements because they had the robot unattached

from the environment. Note that the measurements are acceleration transfer functions. The position

transfer functions would be shifted by 1800 in phase. So we should measure phase margin for these

plots from 00, instead of -180*. The colocated transfer function shows that the phase drops below 00

at 50 Hz, while the noncolocated transfer function dips below 00 from 11 to 13 Hz then crosses
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Figure 3.12: Measured Robot Noncolocated Force Transfer Function

finally at 28 Hz. We can see why the system with colocated feedback would be able to achieve

greater closed-loop bandwidth. The noncolocated system shows two particular problems for endpoint
position control. At 12 Hz, the system loses its phase margin due to the phase dip from the colocated

base mode. Even in the absence of the 12 Hz base mode, at 28 Hz the system would drop below 0*
anyway due to the first noncolocated mode, which is primarily the bending of the X-axis carnage and

the Z-axis boom. Colocated control is simply mom stable. Even though the colocated system has all
of the same poles, their phase effects are largely cancelled, and the colocated system has less phase

lag.

The force transfer function, which also measures a noncolocated situation, but now with the
robot attached to the workpiece, is equally interesting. It also shows the system resonances much less

than the unattached noncolocated acceleration transfer function. This time, we cannot attribute this to
changed numerator dynamics. The poles have actually moved because the robot is now coupled to

the environment. Since the workpiece is quite stiff, it is reasonable to assume that some of the lower

resonances have moved up in frequency. The base mode is not likely to have changed much though.

We hope to be able to match the dynamics of this transfer function with a detailed robot model

capable of predicting closed-loop performance and useful for evaluating - roposed changes to the

robot design.
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3.3 Time Response Tests

This section discusses the time-domain measurements required to compare with the nonlinear

simulations of the robot behavior. Two types of time response data are taken: position control step

response, and force control contact response. The position control data are mainly used to verify the

nonlinearities in the actuator model, while in the force control data, we are concerned primarily with
the higher-order dynamics and the workpiece contact discontinuity.

3.3.1 Position-Control Response

PD joint position control is implemented in the microprocessors by subtracting the measured
encoder position from the desired position setpoint, multiplying by the proportional gain. and adding
the product of the derivative gain and the joint velocity (calculated by differences). In these tests, the
microprocessor has been programmed to save the position, velocity, current, and output velocity

command values in memory. Figure 3.13 shows the step response data for a typical move of 36,000
encoder counts (9 inches).

The encoder position shows some overshoot, which can be tuned out with the proper choice of -

gains. The velocity data show ramping up to constant speed. The current and microprocessor output

curves show saturations which must be included in the actuator model. When the setpoint becomes
close, the controller tells the system to slow, reverse, and then finally stop. These data display clearly
only the rigid-body response, so they will be useful only to confirm the actuator/rigid-body model,
and the force data will be necessary to confirm the higher-order models.

3.3.2 Force Control Transient Response

The force control loop is also implemented in the microprocessor, running at 1500 Hz. The

sensed force (digitized, 8 bits only) is subtracted 1,.-m the desired force setpoint, and this force error
is multiplied by the force gain to give the velocity command output to the amplifier. The
microprocessor is also programmed to save the sensed force, and the encoder position data in memory

for later analysis.

The set of data presented in Figure 3.14 shows the transient response for the robot making
initial contact with the workpiece. The robot starts some distance away and reaches constant

velocity. This pan of the data is not shown. The data taking begins just before contact is made, and

shown here are both the sensed force and encoder position data. A series of tests were run, varying
the force setpoint and the force gain. Figure 3.14 shows a sampling of this data. The top two plots

show the encoder position data and the sensed force data for km5 with fd= 30 , which gives stable
response. The bottom two plots show the encoder position data and the sensed force data for k=10
withfd= 15, which gives unstable response. Figure 3.15 summarizes the stability conditions.
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Force Setpoint

5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 30.0

5.0 stable stable stable stable stable

. 10.0 stable stable vntabe' unstable unstable

15.0 un table unsteble unstable unstable unstable

Figure 3.15: Robot Contact Stability Depends on Force Gain and Force Setpoint

In reviewing this data, we pay particular attention to the stability of the closed-loop system.
For low gain, the system is quite stable, and for high gain the system limit cycles. The stability also
depends on the force setpoint. We would like to develop a robot model which is able to predict this
performance, particularly the stability limit on the force feedback gain.

For any particular force setpoint, there is a limit on the force gain that can be used (while
maintaining stability) in the above contact test. There is also a different (lower) limit on the force
gain that maintains stability when the stable contact is perturbed. Perhaps this is because when the
contact is first made, the impact velocity is fairly low, being limited by a function of the force gain,
force setpoint, back EMF, and other factors. While in stable contact, a perturbation of the workpiece
could involve a much greater velocity than the initial contact condition. For whatever reason, the
stability limit is observed to be considerably lower when disturbances in the fonn of workpiece
perturbations are presen. In an effort to quantify the stability limit under both conditions, numerous
tests were run, with the behavior summarized in the chart of Figure 3.16. The workpiece perturbation
in these tests was in the form of a hand sharply striking the workpiece after the robot had made stable

contact

In Figure 3.15 the one unstable case marked with an asterisk* was able to be stabilized using a
soft pad on the contacting surface. This grip compliance effect will be discussed in detail in Chapter

Five.
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Force Gain Initial Contact Workpiece Disturbance

4.0 stable stable

5.0 stable stable

6.0 stable unstable

7.0 stable unstable

8.0 stable unstable

9.0 stable unsable

10.0 unstable unstable

11.0 unstable unstable

12.0 unstable unstable

Figure 3.16: Summary of Robot Contact Stability for Various Gains
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Chapter Four

Modeling the MIT Precision Assembly Robot

The models that we analyzed in Chapter Two did not attempt to rigorously match the behavior
of any particular robot. They were developed in an effort to understand the fundamental behavior of
machine systems and robots in general. Now we will apply these tools to model the performance of a

specific robot system.

The MIT Precision Assembly Robot closely resembles a computer-controlled machine tool, and
so it is considerably stiffer and faster than most manipulators. Garcia-Reynoso [33] measured the
modal characteristics of the arm to confirm his very detailed model of its structural dynamics. He
measured the first vibratory mode to be 52 Hz in free space. After bolting the robot to the floor, the
lowest resonance became 12 Hz. A sketch of the mode shape for this "base mode" is shown in Figure

2.15.

Chapter Three described the experiments conducted to measure the response of a single axis of
this robot arm. Our goal in this chapter is to develop a model which predicts the behavior that is
observed in the real system. First we develop a detailed actuator model. We then create a fited-
polynomial model which matches the experimental data, and explain why this may be inappropriate.
Then we propose a lumped-mass model, which includes all of the elements that we think might affect
the robot dynamics. This model is unnecessarily complex, and we need to look at the actual system
response in order to decide how to reduce the model. A ser&us of reduced-order lumped-mass models
is analyzed and we show how they compare to the actual response data.

4.1 Actuator Dynamics

The actuator model to be presented here represents a typical DC electric servomotor drive
system. This configuration does closely resemble that of a machine tool, however it also describes
many robot actuators. In particular, this model is constructed to match the response of the MIT
Precision Assembly Robot X. Y, and Z axis motors.
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4.1.1 Amplifier and DC Motor Model

In this electric-motor model we include the significant dynamics of the analog preamplifier

circuit, the power amplifier stage, and the DC permanent-magnet electric motor. We couple the

actuator system to the load system through a transmission.

A sketch of the robot actuator model is shown in Figure 4.1. The input to this model is the

velocity-command voltage given to the preamplifier (this signal usually comes from the digital

controller). The preamplifier includes analog tachometer feedback. The power amplifier is

configured as a current (transconductance) amplifier, which is simply a voltage amplifier with sensed

current feedback. The power amplifier is actually a pulse-width modulated (PWM) device with
sufficiently high switching frequency (19.4 kHz) that it can be modeled as a linear amplifier. The

current feedback comes from the motor. (Note that modeling the power amplifier simply as a current

amplifier would, by causality, force us to ignore the motor dynamics.) The motor input is its terminal
voltage. The motor electrical characteristics are constant inductance and resistance, a torque constant,

and back EMF. The motor torque output is then proportional to its current. The transmission ratio
(ball screw pitch) converts motor torque to the motor model force output. Finally, the rest of the

feedback loops are closed, with the load-determined velocity also passing through the transmission to

get the motor speed.
AMPLIFIER MOTOR TRANSMISSIONr - ° -' -I

L #L, _.,j. L __,
Figure 4.1: Robot Actuator Model

Many nonlinearities present in the actual system are neglected in this model. The most
significant of these nonlinearities are the various saturations, which will be included in the nonlinear

simulation model of Section 4.5.

The equation governing the dynamics of the motor model is:

F s)= - kkdWkPram 9cmd V n< -krkan1kprw,,y-qdb+ k ak. " s+aPre,W,..fdbd Vac(s)Fa(S) rraCL+R+kcur ) -rrr_(L_+R+kakct)Cs+ap__mpf,_ fk )

The two transfer functions required for the model coupling v'e:
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Gg,(s)-

and

,.s)= k ,kP,.(Ld+R+,kk,.,Xbs..q,_

4.1.2 Amplifier and Motor Parameters

In the Automatix amplifier used. the preamplifier gains and filter frequency can be set by the
user. In our lab, we changed a few resistors to give fairly low preamplifier gains. These were
calculated from the circuit schematic to be kf -4 The measured values come

from the preamplifier transfer functions of Figures 3.6 and 3.7. giving kpramr,,3.9 and

kP,eapfdb-=.2. We also find ap,,,=,fk = 942 rad/sec = 150 Hz from Figure 3.7.

The amplifier parameters k. and kcer were found by reading the Automatix

documentation (62]. Our amplifiers are set up with 30 amps motor current giving 10 volts of current

feedback, so kcw,.,=volt/amp. This signal saturates at ±10 volts, and this saturation, shown in

Figure 4.2, is included in the nonlinear motor model of Section 4.5. The power amplifier itself is a

pulse-width modulation (PWM) device with a switching frequency of 19.4 kHz. We model it as a

simple voltage amplifier with its voltage characteristic as shown in Figure 4.3. This two-gain

saturation results from the offset triangle-wave modulation used. For the linear model, we simply

linearize about zero current error and use kaW=15. The nonlinear simulation model does use the
saturation curve of Figure 4.3.

S10.

6
4
2

-20 -15 -10 -5 5 10 15 20
Inpu (v)

-6.

-10
Figure 4.2: Simple Saturation

The motor parameters L, R, kv kh, 4 AO and k, am published in the Aerotech motor

documentation, but some of these values were found to be off by up to 30%. The motor terminal
resistance plus the lead wire impedance was measured with an ohm meter. The armature inductance
is very difficult to measure, so the manufacturer's value was used. The tachometer constant was
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Figure 4.3: PWM Amplifier Two-Gain Saturation

fairly easy to measure with the following procedure. With the motor shaft free, a constant voltage

was applied to the motor terminals, and the tachometer output voltage was recorded. The speed was

measured using a Starrett revolution counter. This test was repeated at many speeds and a line was fit

by linear recursion, to give its slope as the value of the tachometer constant, kh=.0 39 volt-sec/rad.

In Section 4.1.3, we will require the motor inertia and damping. The rotor inertia, Jm, is given

in the motor specifications. The damping, b , . is also given by the manufacturer, and this value was

verified by the following test: With the shaft still uncoupled, the motor was again driven by a steady
voltage, v,,,o. and the tachometer voltage, vtac, was again recorded. The DC value of the transfer

V.,(O) q"
function, rjm is, and we know all the values except b.. The test is repeated at various

speeds to give a reasonable value for the motor damping. The transmission ratio is simply the ball

screw pitch r,,. = I inch/rev = .04867 m/rad.

These motor model parameters are summarized in the table of Figure 4.4.

4.1.3 No-Load Motor Performance

As an example of how to couple a load to the motor model, and to show its no-load

performance, we will first analyze the motor behavior under the load of its own rotor inertia and

damping. For now, the motor has nothing attached to its output shaft This analysis corresponds

directly with the unattached motor velocity transfer function measured and displayed in Figure 3.9.
Figure 4.5 shows the load model of the motor's inertia and damping. The transmission ratio is

needed to convert the motor output force back to torque and linear velocity to angular velocity, since

the motor model also has these transmission ratios built in. This seems awkward for this simple

example, but for the one-axis linear-motion models to be used later, it is convenient not to have to

deal with the transmission ratio any further.

The load model transfer functions are:
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parameter value units description

k 3.9 unitless preamplifier velocity command gain
kp wfdbit 4.2 unitless preamplifier tachometer feedback gain

ap,,emw-fdb& 942 ad/sec preamplifier tachometer feedback filter cutoff
kamp  15 unitless power amplifier linear gain

kcurrAt .333 volts/amp current feedback gain
kiach .039 volt-sec/rad tachometer constant

kIOrqW .50 N-m/amp motor torque constant
kbta, /  .50 v-sec/rad motor back-EMF constant

L .0158 henries motor armature inductance
R 4.5 ohms motor and lead terminal resistance

in .0013 kg-m2  motor rotor inertia
bm .02 N-m-sec/rad motor viscous damping

rtr, .004043 m/ad ball screw transmission ratio

Figure 4.4: Motor Model Parameters

Load

r - -- - -- -I

W------

Figure 4.5: No-Load Motor Model with Rotor Inertia and Damping Only

F(s) J+bn

VMs) FLU
Fjs) Js ba

The load output chosen is the tachometer signal, which compared with the actuator input command,
gives the tracking performance of the actuator model. Figur 4.6 shows the bode plot of the transfer

function using the parameters for the MIT Precision Assembly Robot actuator system.

The motor model includes two analog feedback loops: the current feedback in the power

amplifier stage, and the tachometer feedback in the preamplifier stage. These have the effect of
giving the motor fairly good command following ability, as shown by the bode ploL Comparing this

analytical response with the measur response of Figure 3.9. we can see that the model matches well

both the DC and rolloff characteristics of the data.
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Figure 4.6: Bode Plot for the No-Load Coupled Actuator Model of Figure 4.5

4.2 Polynomial Resonance Model

This section develops a model which is a polynomial fit to the structural dynamics measured in

the laboratory. The polynomial model is useful for predicting response only under conditions which
are exactly like the experimental test. This model lacks the ability to adapt to changes in the system,

such as contact with the environment. We would require polynomial models for the colocated
transfer function, the noncolocated noncontact transfer function, and the noncolocated in-contact

transfer function. As an example, we construct a polynomial resonance model to fit the data obtained

for the noncolocated noncontact (endpoint acceleration) transfer function, shown in Figure 3.11.

Since this modeling approach is not robust to system changes, and it offers little insight as to how we

would design better systems, it is not recommended for design evaluation. This section can be

omitted without loss of continuity.

A simple model of the structural resonances within the frequency range of interest can be

obtained by constructing a polynomial transfer function to represent the dynamics in the transfer

function which was obtained by test. The fitted polynomial function, when cascaded with a rigid-

body motor and robot model derived, should match both the magnitude and phase of the experimental

transfer function.
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We will attempt to match the first five dominant modes in the noncolocated acceleration data.

Moreover, we propose to do so by cascading five simple resonance transferfunctons. each of which

has the following form:

R(s) = --

w s2+2 pls+Wp
Each simple resonance transfer function includes a pair of poles and a pair of zeros only. The id'

simple resonance transfer function has poles at op with damping ;,,, and zeros at (o:i with damping

Czi. These are each scaled to have essentially no effect on the response at m < min[coPi, (0I].

The overall transfer function that should match the data is then

G,(s) = b.(s)=t, Res)

where Ga(s) is a rigid-body model transfer function of tip acceleration output to velocity command

input. Figure 4.7 shows a rigid-body robot model transfer function cascaded with the polynomial

resonance model, giving the acceleration output which we will compare with the experimental tip

acceleration transfer function.

Polynomial Resonance Model Load

1,J - - -"- J -e5
fip

FIgure 4.7: Polynomial Resonance Model Load

Construction of the polynomial model involves building up the transfer function to fit the bode

amplitude to the data. For each resonance to be matched, starting with the lowest frequency:

1. Compare I G p(m) I with the experimental transfer function magnitude plot.

2. Find the peak corresponding to the resonance, and set pi to the peak frequency.

3. Find the trough corresponding to the resonance, and set coi to the trough frequency.

(Typically, (o, - 1.1 woni for structural modes.)

4. Choose ;j to match the height of the peak. (Typically, p = .05 for structural modes.)

5. Choose Czi to match the depth of the trough. (Typically, " .05 for structural modes.)
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Note that this method uses only the magnitude plots of the polynomial model and the

experimental data, and we construct a transfer function to match them. The phase plots should match

also, and they will if the data to be matched actually represent a minimum-phase system. Figure 4.8

shows the frequency response of the polynomial resonance model, which can be compared to the

experimental response data in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 4.8: Bode Plot for the Polynomial Resonance Model of Figure 4.7

Since the resonance model is made up by cascading the simple resonance transfer functions

with the rigid-body model, its pole-zero array includes the poles of the rigid-body model, the zero at

the origin which results from choice of acceleration output, and the five pairs of poles and five pairs

of zeros of the fitted-polynomial resonance model. This pole-zero array is shown in Figure 4.9.

The polynomial model response does indeed match the experimental Uansfer function very well

(as it should, since it was constructed specifically to match the data). The close resemblance to the

distributed-parameter beam result of Section 2.4.4 encourages the development of sophisticated beam

models, since the beam models also showed pairs of poles and pairs of zeros alternating along the

imaginary axis. Nevertheless, this model does not help our efforts to understand the nature of robot

dynamic behavior. In particular. this polynomial model lacks the ability to show how and why the
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Figure 4.9: Pole-Zero Array of the Polynomial Resonance Model of Figure 4.7

colocated and noncolocated robot transfer functions differ. Actually, the distributed-parameter beam

model and this polynomial model have a significant discrepancy, which is that the beam model

showed the noncolocated transfer function to have real zeros, yet our polynomial fit to the robot data
shows that complex pain of zeros match the noncolocated transfer function well. Moreover, this

model cannot predict the different robot behavior in and out of contact with the environment. Perhaps
the development of more sophisticated fined-polynomial dynamic models would be a fruitful area for

future research.

4.3 Lumped-Ma Models

Now we will couple the detailed motor/amplifier model of Section 4.1.1 to some lumped-mass

models. First we investigate how the motor model affects the performance of the rigid-body robot

model which was analyzed in Section 2.2 without actuator dynamics. Then we consider higher-order

dynamics in an effort to find the model which best explains the behavior of the robot in the

laboratory.

4.3.1 Coupled Rigid-Body Model Performance

The rigid-body robot model of Figure 4.10 depicts a rigid robot in contact with a rigid

environment. We found this simplified model to be stable for all force feedback gains. In this

section, we will couple the rigid robot model to the motor model, as shown in Figure 4.11, and

evaluate the closed-loop performance.

The transfer functions needed to couple the models are:
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WORPIECE

ROBOT SENSOR

Figure 4.10: Rigid-Body Robot Model with Rigid Workpiece

Motor Model Rigid-Body Robot Model Loadr -- -l r . . . . . . .-r
+a - j I 8

Sms2+(b+b,)s+k

L _ _ _ J I . . .. _
Figure 4.11: Rigid-Body Robot Model Load Coupled to the Motor Model

F(s) k,
F,,(s) m, + (b,+bss + ks

and
VOCAs) s

Fa(s) m2+(b,+b,)s+k,

The explicit force control equation for the actuator-coupled system is:

Vcmd = klcd-f,]
The coupled system's open-loop bode plot is shown in Figure 4.12, and the root-locus plot for
varying kf is in Figure 4.13. Now we can see how the actuator model has affected the rigid-body

robot model response. As expected, this less-than-perfect actuator has a great effect on the stability

of the model. (The poles contributed by the motor are beyond the scale of this plot. This scaling,
chosen to use for the root-locus plots in this chapter, accentuates the structural dynamics.) For high

gains, the closed-loop system is now unstable. We cannot increase the speed of the response without

limit by turning up the force gain. This system is limited in bandwidth to about the same crossover
seen in the measured open-loop force transfer function of Figure 3.12.

Before considering the higher-order arm dynamics, we should note that this simple rigid-body
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Figure 4.12: Bode Plot for the Rigid-Body Coupled Model of Figure 4.11
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robot model, coupled with the detailed motor model, has predicted the overall behavior of the robot

system. The remainder of this chapter is devoted to investigating the significant higher-order

dynamics.

4.3.2 Modeling Everything

In Chapter Two, we discussed lumped-parameter models of arm flexibility, base flexibility,
workpiece dynamics, and grip compliance. It is not difficult to create a lumped-mass model that

combines all of these effects. Figure 4.14 shows such a model.

,, re_> Z
k b  fa I

Mb 
I

ROBOT BASE ROBOT AXIS SENSOR GRIP WORKPIECE

Figure 4.14: A Robot Model Combining All of the Previous Lumped-Mass Model Effects

Deriving the equations of motion would be tedious without help from MACSYMA, a symbolic

manipulation package. Nevertheless, the transfer functions for this model can be derived and we can

couple this model to the motor model of Section 4.1.1 and conduct the linear analysis.

The response of this very complex lumped-mass model would not surprise us, and it may

include unnecessary dynamics. It will be more instructive to instead consider the separate effects of

the arm flexibility, base flexibility, workpiece dynamics, and grip compliance. We analyze the
effects separately for two reasons:

1. We desire to understand how each of these elements affects the rigid-body response.

2. All of the dynamics are not actually influencing the robot behavior as strongly as this
model would lead us to believe.

433 Reduced-Order Models

We need to develop a procedure for reducing the complexity of this model. Since we cannot

model absolutely everything, we must eliminate some effects from the model. Three schemes for
deciding what to include in the model come to mind:
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1. Model the low-frequency dynamics first, adding modes one at a time until the
experimental data is matched well.

2. Include the lowest stiffness elements first. In order, these would be grip, sensor,
workpiece, arm, and base.

3. Model everything, then exclude dynamics which do not enhance the match between the
analytical and experimental responses.

The first method seems to make the most sense (at least to a control engineer who thinks in the
frequency domain). However, we have observed that grip compliance may be important, and
although it is the lowest stiffness in the model, it serves to decouple the sensor and workpiece, giving
rise to high-frequency modes. The third method is tedious since it requires starting with models that
are too complex. The second method, therefore seems to be the correct heuristic for guiding machine
model development.

Nevertheless, we will use yet another method, which is more instructive, since our purpose is to
learn about machine design. We will consider, as we did in Chapter Two, the higher-order robot
system dynamics, one element at a time, in the fbilowing order.

* am flexibility

9 base dynamics
* workpiece dynamics

* grip compliance
We will include in the model, any effect which helps to explain the observed (measured) behavior.

4.3.4 Arm F1elbtlity

The robot model with am flexibility is shown in Figure 4.15. Note that this model also
represents transmission flexibility; however, in this particular example system, it is the arm flexibility

(bending of the X-carriage and Z-axis) that we suspect may be significant, not the (relatively stiff)
transmission. In other systems, the transmission has been found to be the most significant source of

flexibility [36].

RODOT w N l g

Figure 4.15: Robot Model Including Arm Flexibility

Zrs
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The root-locus plot for the robot model with arm flexibility is shown in Figure 4.16. This root

locus shows that the arm bending mode would cause the system to have lower bandwidth than we

measured. If this flexible mode were significant in the system, it would cause a large phase shift and

instability at about 20 Hz, which is not what was measured. 500

400 -

300

S 0 -- -

-40 35 -00.20 2 0 -1J 0 "0 50

Figure 4.16: Root-Locus Plot for the Coupled Model with Arm Flexibility of Figure 4.15

4.3.5 Base Dynamics

The appropriate robot model with base flexibility is shown in Figure 4.17. We use this form of

the base model because it depicts the wodkpiece also supported by the robot's dynamic base. 'Me

root-locus plot for the rigid-body robot, motor, and base, is shown in Figure 4.18. This root-locus

shows that the base mode at 12 Hz adds the pair of poles and pair of zeros which we have come to

expect with dynamically colocated dynamics.

Since the base inertia is large compared to the moving robot axis, the frequency of the base -

mode does not change when contact is made. This mode appears to be damped enough to have little

effect on the closed-loop force-control performance. However, we would expect that disturbances

and commands with strong 12 Hz frequency components might easily excite the base dynamics. It is

particularly interesting to note that the base mode appeared very pronounced in the measured non-

contact endpoint acceleration transfer fuinction yet it does not appear in the contact force transfer

function data. This phenomenon is not well explained by the base model.

* 100
0i
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WO LPIECE

ROBOT BASE ROBOT AXIS SENSOR

Figure 4.17: Robot Model Including Base Flexibility
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the (undeidamped) workpiece mode at almost the exact same frequency that the rigid-body model
showed its crossover. This is merely a coincidence. Thie freuency 40 Hz seemed like a nice place to
put the workpiece mode, so it was designed with this natural frequency.
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Zr Zu,

ROBOT SENSOR WORKPIECE

Figure 4.19: Robot Model Including Workpiece Dynamics
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Figure 4.20: Root-Locus Plot for the Coupled Model with Workpiece Dynamics of Figure 4.19

S/

The effect of these workpiece dynamics is that its pair of zeros attracts the roots which would/

have crossed the imaginary axis, and the workpiece poles then cross instead. Since it appears that the

workpiece zeros attract the rigid-ody poles then we should try stiffening the workpiece to give the

higher bandwidth. We will now see why this does not work.

Figures 4.21 and 4.22 show results frmi models including stiffer and softer workpieces,

respectively (raising and lowering kw and b, by factors of four). Neither change has significantly __

affected the bandwidth of the system. That is, we have added some interesting dynamics, but we

have not changed the open-loop crossover. The low-fequency workpiece dynamics (from the soft

workpiece) may give a very underdampd mode, which is dominant and detrimental to the response

even at gains well below the limit.

A I
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The conclusion here is that wofrpiece dynamics arm impotant. but it is difficult to make them

change the system bandwidth by much. Section 2.5 showed an example where carefully placed

workpiece dynamics were able to increase the bandwidth slightly. A similar technique will be used to

our advantage in the next chapter, and the key is adding damping to the workpiece as well as

choosing the appropriate stiffness.

4.3.7 Grip Compliance

Finally, in an attempt to explain how gip compliance appears to help stabilize robot force
control, we add grip flexibility to the robot model with workpiece dynamics. The robot model with

grip compliance and sensor mass is shown in Figure 4.23. The force control root locus plot for this

model coupled to the robot motor model is shown in Figure 4.24. The grip stiffness used here is high,
showing the added dynamically-colocated poles and zeros that we expect. When the grip stiffness is
made low, we find a very dramatic change, demonstrated by the root-locus plot of Figure 4.25. The

grip zeros prevent the low-frequency instability, and the crossover then occurs at the higher sensor

dynamics frequency (120 Hz).

The low grip compliance seems to stabilize our simple robot force control model. In fact, the
low grip stiffness values used in this example ae taken from the soft gripper pad used in the
experiment of Section 3.3.2 which did indeed stabilize one unstable case tested. In the next chapter,

we will discuss various interpraons of the grip compliance effect:
1. damping the robot motions

2. lowering the loop gain
3. mechanical low-pms filtering of the robot motions
4. decoupling the robot from the envirmment

We will also consider at what extetM we can stabilize force control with low grip stiffness.
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' Figure 4.21: Root-Locus Plot for the Coupled Robot Model with Stiffer Workpiece Dynamics
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ROBOT SENSOR GRIP WORKPJECE

Figure 4.23: Robot Model Including Grip Compliance
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Figure 4.24: Root-Locus Plot for the Coupled Robot Model with Stiff Grip
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4.4 Finding the Lumped-Mass Model Parameters

The model parameters ae found by considering each pan of the robot system separately. We

have already found the motor model parameters by considering the actuator system decoupled from

the robot. In the same manner, we find the rigid-body, arm flexibility, base dynamics, sensor

dynamics, grip compliance, and workpiece parameters.

4.4.1 Rigid-Body Robot Parameters

The robot effective mass m, is the total moving mass of the robot's X axis, including the entire

Z axis, its motor, and the e axis. These masses were measured by Garcia-Reynoso [331. The ball

screw inertia can be lumped with the motor rotor inertia. The robot effective damping b, is small

when reflected through the transmission and compared to the motor damping b,,. Benjamin [131

measured b, to give a nominal value.

4.4.2 Flexible Robot Parameters

In the robot flexibility model. Figure 4.15, the robot compliance, kp has the units of a linear

spring. The two masses, m,1 and mr2, are translational masses. (Of course, we could have just as

easily used rotational components in our model, but the parameters would still be tricky to measure

and compute.) The total moving mass of the axis is already known, mrl+mr2=mr The effective

endpoint stiffness (before, not including, the force sensor), kf was measured with the motor shaft

locked to ground and the robot endpoint is in free space. Next, the natural frequency and damping

ratio were measured for the arm also in this condition. (There was no rigid-body motion, since the

actuator was locked.) The mode that we are trying to represent was excited and its (underdamped)

time response was recorded. The period of the vibration oscillations gives the natural frequency, o0,.

The damping ratio, , is calculated from the ratio of the vibration amplitudes before and after a

number of cycles, and using this handy formula:

= In (AmpfUtdeRado)
2x (Number ofCycles)

Finally, the two manes were computed by solving the following two equations:

mi + mr2 0 M r

W2Wk,$m, 1+rn 2)

The symmetry of this problem gives two solutions which involve the interchange of mr and r.2.

This final conflict was resolved by inspection of the robot structure. Since the actuator inertia

accounts for more than half of the total inertia, then mr, must be greater than m,2.
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4.4.3 Base Model Parameters

The base dynamics are found in a very similar manner. Garcia-Reynoso measured the base

mode frequency and damping ratio. He also gives the masses of the components which make up the

X-axis base. Knowing mb, the base natural frequency, and its damping ratio, we compute kb and bb.

4.4.4 Sensor Model Parameters

The sensor stiffness k. was measured with a spring scale and a dial indicator. The sensor mass

m. was calculated from its dimensions. The natural frequency and damping ratio were measured, and

then the mass calculation was confirmed and the sensor damping b. could be calculated.

4.4.5 Grip Compliance

The stiffnesses k. of the two grip pads used in the tests were measured using a special jig with a

spring scale and a dial indicator. The natural frequency and damping ratio were then measured for

each jig/pad system. The natural frequency and stiffness allowed the jig effective mass to be

calculated, and then the grip damping b. could be found by analyzing the jig/pad mass/spring system.

4.4.6 Workplece Model Parameters

The workpiece stiffness k, was measured with the spring scale and the dial indicator. The
workpiece mass m, was calculated from its dimensions, then confirmed by measuring the workpiece

natural frequency. Since these matched well, we know that the X-direction horizontal-displacement

mode (not the twist mode) is dominant. The damping ratio was measured and bw was computed from

that.

di
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parameter value units description

Mr 132.4 k effective moving mass
b,. 500 N-sec/in effective damping to ground

rMb 500 kg base mass
kb 3,600,000 N/i base stiffness
bb 9500 n-sec/in base damping

mr 114.5 kg robot actuator lumped mass
Mr2  17.9 kg robot endpoint lumped mass
krf 665,000 N/Im arm bending stiffness

640 N-s/Im arm damping
MW  6.6 kg workpiece mass
kw  412,700 N/in workpiece stiffness
b. 8.25 N-sec/u original worpiece damping
P S  .14 kg sensor mass
ks  110,100 N/IM sensor stiffnes
bs  16.5 N-s/m sensor damping
k, 25000 N/n low grip iffnes

30 N-s/m grip damping

Figure 4.26: Robot Model Parameters

4.5 Nonlinear Model Simulations

The strength of this thesis is not in the treatment of nonlinearities. Nor ae the nonlinear

simulations necessary to understand the fundamental behavior robot force control. Neverheless,

since it was not clear fron the start that this would be the case, many nonlinearities were included in

the robot models.

This section will present a few nonlinear simulations for comparison with the laboratory data,

although these results are not used to confirm the validity of the flexible robot models.

4.5.1 Position Control Step Response

The position control stp response was intended to verify the modeling of the nonlinearities in

the motor/amplifier/rigid-body system, since the flexible modes are not noticeable in this response.

The simulated p mito-control response is shown in Figur 4.27, and it can be compared to the

experimental data of Figure 3.13. The four curves show the encoder position, motor velocity, motor

current, and controller velocity-command output. These curves match the experimental data nicely - -

and show that the amplifier and controller saturations have been included correctly.

i -
S
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4.5.2 Force Control Transient Response

A sample of the force control transient response will be shown here to display the modeling of --

the contact discontinuity. Figure 4.28 shows the motor position and the contact force for the robot
flexibility model, with contact discontinuity, and coupled to the motor model These plots
demonstrate the contact transient response limit cycle for an unstable force control case.

j " 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 030 0.35 040
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.0O 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 o 0.35 0.40

Figure 4.23: Nonlinear Coupled Flexible Robot Model Force-Control Simulation
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Chapter Five

Improving Performance

This chapter discusses improving the performance of robots under closed-loop force control.
We emphasize use of the models developed to evaluate proposed schemes and to explain how they
work. Two methods are suggested for improving force control performance. First, we will discuss

adding low grip compliance, and second, we will consider adding workpiece damping.

5.1 Grip Compliance

Chapter Two introduced a model of grip compliance, which we used again in Chapter Four to
model the specific case observed to stabilize an unstable contact situation in the laboratory. In this
section, we will review the grip compliance model, show some actual data, and discuss various

interpretations of how it works.

5.1.1 Model Predictions

The model of grip compliance, shown in Figure 2.35 includes the robot effective inertia, the
sensor mass, and the workpiece mass. In Section 4.3.7, we coupled the grip model to the detailed
motor model of Section 4.1.1. Using the parameters which represent the MIT Precision Assembly
Robot. we found that for a stiff grip, a high-frequency pair of poles and nearby pair of zeros was
added by the sensor/grip dynamics (Figure 4.24). The robot response is basically unaffected by the
stiff grip, since we are comparing it to a rigid-grip modeL

When the grip stiffness is very low, to model the grip pad used in the one stabilizing laboratory

experiment, we find a very dramatic effect. Figure 4.25 shows that the grip zeros move to a much
lower frequency, adding enough phase lead to make the system much more stable. (In the limiting
case, as k. approaches zero, the grip zeros tend to cancel the workpiece poles, since the workpiece
dynamics would no longer influence the robot transfer function response.)
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5.1.2 Experimental Data

Two grip pads were used in the experiments. Figure 3.15 shows that for VI10 and f=15. the

contact response is unstable with no grip pad (k=-). The sensed force data for this case is shown in

Figure 5.1. For the hard grip pad (ks=12000 N/Mi), the system is still not stable, as shown in Figure

5.2. When the very soft grip pad (k=25,OOO N/m) analyzed above is used, the response is indeed

stable, as shown in Figure 5.3. The dominant poles, as predicted by the analysis, are at the workpiece -.

dynamics frequency, shown in the root locus plot of Figure 4.25.

.13intareuo

There are many explanations for the stabilizing low grip compliance effect, however, not all of

them are complete and correct. We will discuss these possible explanations:

1. damping of the robot motions
2. mechanical low-pass filtering of the robot motions
3. lowering the loop gain

4. decoupling the robot from the workpiece

At fnt glance, it might appear as though the grip pad is actually damping the robot motions

and thereby stabilizing the response. More careful analysis, however, reveals that while the grip
damping seems high for its low stiffness, it is still much too small to affect the large robot inertia.

The grip pad may be able to damp the sensor quite well, and perhaps also the wodcpiece, but not the
robot itself.

Since the robot motions pass throug the grip to interact with the workpiece, it seems as though
the grip compliance may act as a mechanical ilter to pass only the low-frequency components of the

robot motions. This argument is in fact. to some extent, quite true. The grip dynamics actually add a
pair of zeros and a pair of poles which look like a mechanical lead compensawr. The zeros give
phase lead at low frequency and the poles take it away at the higher frequency.

More dramatic, however, (and this is not shown by the root-locus plots) is that higher force

control gains can now be used since the low grip stiffness lowers the loop pin of the open-loop

system. The loop gin is a function of the sensor stffhess, workpiece stiffness, grip stiffness, and

force feedback gain. When either the sensor, grip, or wodqiece stiffness is lowered, the force

feedback gain can be raised. The higher feedback gain alone cannot be interpreted as achieving beter
performance, since it is the total loop gain (and also the phase) that matters. Roberts [75] found that

lowering sensor stiffness allowed higher feedback gains to be used, and he noted that the contact

frequency also lowered. This effect is indeed explained by the grip model. If the only effect of

adding a compliant element were to lower the loop gain, then the root locus plot would not change

shape. In fact, the poles move around considerably, and the coupled system must be analyzed as a
whole in order to understand all the dynamics involved.
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Finally, when we analyze the entire robot/grip/workpiece system. we realize that when the grip

stiffness is low, it decouples the robot from the workpiece. With high grip stiffness, the sensor and

workpiece move together. With low grip stiffness, the sensor and workpiece can move

independently. This allows the robot to behave more like when it is unattached, and the workpiece

can act as if it is not coupled to the robot. The robot becomes less responsive since the endpoint
interactions now require greater arm motions and result in smaller force sensor signals. Higher force
feedback gains are needed, and overall bandwidth may be improved, but by other measures of the

quality of active force regulation, the performance may suffer.

At what expense do we stabilize force control with low grip compliance? We certainly lose

endpoint positioning accuracy. In many compliant control tasks, however, the position is not even

important. When it is important, we may be able to compensate for the position errors (74]. For

larger displacements, the gripper pads may become much stiffer as the compliant elements compress.

This stiffness now increases the loop gain, which destabilizes the system. Also, for larger motions,

the actuator may saturate and this can limit the achievable performance.

5.2 Workpiece Damping

When the workpiece is very stiff, it couples the robot to ground. Adding damping to the
workpiece can in fact damp the entire robot response. The well-damped workpiece adds a resonant

mode which has poles and zeros away from the imaginary axis. The placement of these dynamics can

be used to increase the system bandwidth.

Figure 5.4 shows a root-locus plot for the MIT Precision Assembly robot model with

workpiece dynamics as analyzed in the previous chapter. Figure 5.5 shows the root locus plot

changed when damping has been added to the workpiece (with bw increased by a factor of 20). The

workpiece zeros still attract the rigid-body poles, and the workpiece poles emit roots which cross the

imaginary axis, however, in this case, the roots start out better damped and cross into the right-half

plane at a higher frequency. Higher bandwidth can therefore be achieved if these model predictions

are corr ct.

5.2.1 Workplece Damping Tests

Adding damping to the workpiece seems quite distant from suggestions made by other

researchers, so the validity of this idea is verified in the laboratory. The workpiece design was

discussed in Section 3,1.3, and as constructed, the workpiece had a very underdamped vibratory mode

of about 40 Hz. The most significant damping was the low internal damping of the steel supporting

beam. A method for adding a great deal of dampihg in parallel had to be found. A series damper

would change or eliminate the workpiece stiffness to ground. The parallel damper design should not

change the workpiece stiffness, since we would like to test a damping parameter change, not stiffness.
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Adding a little damping is in fact quite easy, but this workpiece needed very much. To quanify

the damping methods tested, an accelerometer was placed on the workpiece, and its impact response

was measured. The damping ratio can be calculated from the time record of the acceleration. The

workpiece, as originally constructed, showed vibrations which looked like the time history in Figure

5.6a, with a damping ratio of C=.002. Two damping configurations were tested: damping the beam

motion, and damping the workpiece motion. The beam motion damper involved placing various

damping materials between the steel workpiece support beam and ground. This worked, and the

proposed damping materials gave results looking like the response shown in Figure5.6b, with
damping ratios of about C=.015 . The damping materials tested include: styrofoam, clay, liquids,

cloth, cardboard, wood, oil, grease, and a special viscous damping fluid from Dow-Coming. (The
Dow fluid is a very linear viscous damping fluid. Even very small forces result in small velocities. It
has almost no "viscous stiction".) Damping the workpiece itself worked better because the larger
workpiece allowed a greater surface area over which to place the viscous fluid for shear between two

plates. A flat plate was mounted above the workpiece, and fixed also to the robot frame. A very
thick grease (external gear lubricant) and the special Dow fluid were applied between the contacting

surfaces. This workpiece damping configuration is shown in Figure 5.7. Both materials achieved
excellent damping over the large area. The grease was preferred for the remainder of the tests since it

does not drip off overnight. The nonlinearity of the grease damping is not severe by robot standards.

The final damping ratio measured was C-. 11, which is shown in Figure 5.6c.

The robot dynamic tests of Section 3.3.2 showed that the robot is stable under force control

only for low gains. Here we will present data which shows the robot more stable in contact with the
damped workpiece. Figure 5.8 shows the encoder position data and the sensed force data for kP7

with fd=40, which gives unstable response for the original workpiece design. Figure 5.9 shows the

response data for the same gain and setpoint giving dramatically more stable response in contact with
the damped workpiece. The range of stable force control gains is now larger. For initial contact,
roughly 10% higher gains can be used. For workpiece disturbances, roughly 40% higher gains can be

used, as shown in Figure 5.10.

The workpiece damper has helped to stabilize the workpiece contact. With higher allowable

gains, the robot is able to make initial contact at much higher velocities and can maintain stability for
considerable workpiece position and velocity disturbances. Also higher gains give higher bandwidth.

since in this case, we have not reduced the stiffitess to ground.
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Force Gain Initial Contact Workpiece Disturbance

Internal external Internal external
damping damping damping damping

____ only also only also

4.0 stable stable stable stable

5.0 stable stable stable stable

6.0 stable stable unstable stable

7.0 stable stable unstable stable

8.0 stable stable unstable stable

9.0 stable stable unstable unstable

10.0 unstable stable unstable unstable

11.0 unstable unstable unstable unstable

12.0 unstable unstable unstable unstable

Figure 5.10: Contact Stability Is Increased with Workpiece Damping
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Chapter Six

Conclusion

The goal of this thesis research was to understand the dynamic behavior of robots and to learn
how to design and build better-performing machines. While some mysteries still remain, this work
has come a long way toward the understanding we seek. The first part of this chapter reviews the
lessons learned about the dynamic performance of machines. The latter part discusses some of the
ways in which this work can be extended in future research.

6.1 Contributions of This Research

This thesis presents contributions in these areas:
1. modeling machine performance
2. understanding robot bandwidth limitations
3. force control performance improvements
4. insights for machine design

These areas are discussed in the sections which follow.

6.1.1 Modeling Machine Performance

Many dynamic models were developed, from which we were able to learn a great deal about
the various effects that higher-order dynamics can have. The series of lumped-parameter robot
models was used to describe arm flexibility, transmission flexibility, base dynamics, workpiece

dynamics, sensor dynamics, and grip compliance. The beam models showed that bending modes give
rise to quite different dynamics (including nonminimum phase zeros) than the tension/compression

modes which we usually think about.

Deciding what to include in a model is not straightforward. We hypothesize that it is not

necessarily the lowest-frequency modes that are the most significant, but rather it is the lowest
stiffness elements that should be considered first. The most instructive (and most reliable) method

seems to be to model everything, and then use only the effects that show up in the actual system

response. When equations for many models are to be derived, a suitable algebraic decoupling can be
used to allow the equations for parts of the models to be derived separately and then coupled
mathematically. In our examples, we derived the robot and actuator models separately, coupling - -

them only for analysis.
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The strengths and weaknesses of the linear modeling technique have been illustrated with an

example robot system. This thesis stresses that the astute control engineer should make open-loop

frequency-response measurements of the actual transfer function involved. If remote sensing is to be

used, such as an endpoint force sensor, then the noncolocated (actuaor-to-sensor) transfer function is

important. The colocated (actuator-to-actuator) transfer function will show less phase lag and is

therefore more stable. Fuially, for robot compliant control, the in-contact transfer function, which is

different from the not-in-contact transfer function, must be measured.

6.1.2 Understanding Robot Bandwidth Umitations

There are many features of a machine design which determine the achievable closed-loop

bandwidth for the system. Figure 6.1 shows a hypothetical open-loop bode phase plot for a machine

system or a robot. This phase plot has three important features:

1. the rigid-body rolloff
2. a low-frequency colocated mode
3. a higher-frequency noncolocated mode

Each of these three dynamic forms can contribute to or entirely determine the achievable bandwidth.

0-_

-

" i~ g ° R4l-Body Rolo

-360 -

frqueacy

Figure 6.1: Three Dynamic Problems in Machine Control

The rigid-body model coupled with the actuator dynamics generally has at least three more

poles than zeros (two from the rigid axis, and one from the actuator dynamics). This situation causes

the open-loop phase to drop below -180' as shown in the dashed line of Figure 6.1. So even in the

absence of flexibility, there is a phase crossover, which we discovered in Section 2.3.
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If there are dynamically colocated modes at frequencies below that of the rigid-body crossover,

then these may further limit the bandwidth. Underdamped base or workpiece dynamics can give a

pair of poles and a pair of zeros lying together near the imaginary axis, which can cause a sharp phase

dip of 500 or more at that frequency. This dip may be enough to push the total phase below -1800. If

the colocated mode occurs at a very low frequency, where there is greater phase margin, then the

system may retain stability. If a low-frequency colocated mode is very well damped, however, the

phase dip will be greatly diminished. Adding damping to the low-frequency modes of this type is an

interesting design solution.

Dynamically noncolocated modes, such as those contributed by arm or transmission flexibility,

come with more poles than zeros. These poles add phase lag, and could give 180 of phase shift. The

frequency of the lowest dynamically noncolocated mode is a fundamental performance limitation.

6.1.3 Force Control Performance Improvements

The robot models were particularly useful in identifying ways to change the system for

improved performance. The models showed that reducing workpiece, grip, or sensor stiffness serves

to decouple the robot from the environment and to reduce the effect of the endpoint feedback. Higher

feedback gains are then needed to compensate for the lower loop gains. In particular, we studied the

effect of low grip stiffness, which has been observed to stabilize contact with stiff environments.

Greater bandwidth can be achieved with higher force control gains, however performance may suffer

as larger robot motions are required to execute the tasks involved.

As an example of a performance improvement that would not be predicted by other analysis

techniques, the effect of workpiece damping was explored and tested in the laboratory. A well-

damped workpiece places the poles further from the imaginary axis so greater bandwidth can be

achieved. Various workpiece damping methods were tested to design an effective parallel workpiece

damper. The robot system is considerably more stable in contact with the damped workpiece.

6.1.4 Insights for Machine Design

Throughout the detailing phase, the designer is faced with decisions like: "How thick shall I

specify this wall?" and "Where should I place this support? Machine designers basically understand

the tradeoffs involving mass and stiffness. They know that adding stiffness raises the resonant

frequencies, which somehow helps performance, but that this stiffness can increase the moving mass,

which certainly slows the machine down. While designers do generally understand the rigid-body

motion problem, they do not usually know about the effects of the various flexible modes. Designers

need to understand enough about structural dynamics to "design the mode shapes". This thesis hopes

to have addressed this very important concern.

We have, for the purposes of discussion, reduced the interpretation of modal analysis to two
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types of resonances: dynamically colocated modes, and dynamically norcolocated modes. The

distinction between them is very simple. Flexible modes in which the actuator and sensor move

together (in phase) despite their noncolocated physical placement on the structure are dynamically

colocated modes. Flexible modes in which the actuator and sensor move apart (out of phase) are

dynamically noncolocated modes. In fact there is a third type of flexible mode, and that is one in

which there is not any relative motion between the actuator and sensor (a mode in an orthogonal

direction, for example), and this type of mode is unimportant for this discussion.

Figure 6.2 illustrates some of the different types of robot flexibility that we have modeled and

analyzed in this thesis. Transmission and link flexibility result in noncolocated control modes, which

will limit the achievable bandwidth. The base and workpiece dynamics contribute dynamically

colocated modes, which do not severely affect the system performance.

flexible flexible
workpiece support transmission

flexible flexible

I - V b Support arm link

Figure 6.2: Types of Robot Flexibility

Dynamically colocated modes can, if their frequency is below the phase crossover of the rigid-

body system, cause an instability. However, physically adding damping to these modes can eliminate

their destabilizing effects (although it is not clear how to do this).

Dynamically noncolocated modes present a fundamental performance limitation. The phase

lag which accompanies a bending mode arising from flexibility between the actuator and sensor can
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be 180. Adding damping to these modes only makes the phase transition less sharp, not less severe.

The designer must pay particular attention to increasing the frequency of these flexible modes. Every

element between every actuator/sensor pair should be designed with high stiffness in mind. Low

frequency noncolocated modes should be eliminated (raised in frequency) by stiffening the elements

between the actuators and sensors. It is difficult to do this without increasing the effective moving

mass of the axis, however the resonance only needs to be increased beyond the open-loop phase

crossover of the ngid-body model. The frequency of the lowest mode in which the actuator and
sensor move opposite in phase (from their rigid-body mode motion) represents a fundamental

performance limitation. All of the other modes are less important.

The system designer should develop a dynamic performance model as part of the machine

design process. A rigid-body model of the proposed system, like the one developed in Section 4. 1. 1,

can be analyzed before the actuator and transmission specifications are finalized. The effective

stiffness and inertia for each suspected flexible mode can also be estimated in the detailed design

stage in order to keep tabs on the resonant frequencies of the machine. Methods for doing this are
discussed in books on stress calculation and structural analysis [ 15, 73]. Finally, these estimates can

be used as parameters for performance models like those presented in this thesis. There are many
methods for developing complex structural dynamics models. However, it is generally not

straightforward to derive transfer functions from these models, so the models need to be chosen

carefully.

6.2 Recommendations for Future Research

This research project has indeed shown some useful results. However, there are questions

which remain unanswered, and there are ideas which have surfaced that have yet to be verified as
well. The recommended work falls into the following categories:

1. robot control
2. machine design
3. system dynamics

4. modeling of machine systems

6.2.1 Robot Control

There are many ways to improve robot performance. Some of these should be implemented to AN
see if they work. Derivative force control and lead filtering have been suggested as ways to increase

the achievable closed-loop force control bandwidth. Implementing the differentiation may be

difficult, and if it is to be done digitally on the MT Precision Assembly Robot system, we need to

first add 12-bit analog-to-digital converters and eliminate a few noise sources.

Perhaps a new type of endpoint force sensor can be developed. Conventional sensors provide a
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voltage signal proportional to the displacement only of the compliant sensor element. If a sensor

could also provide a signal proportional to the velocity across the sensor, then this signal could be

used for derivative force control, adding a zero to the open-loop system.

If higher-order robot dynamics are causing some problems, then perhaps it would be better if

we be sure to not excite them at all. Recently, schemes have been developed which promise to reduce

endpoint vibrations for open-loop moves [861. A scheme of this sort may be useful in force control,

and could, for example, be used at the force command input.

Soft environments are easier to make stable contact with, and this is for three reasons. First, the

compliant workpiece, grip, or sensor moves zeros closer to the rigid-body poles. Second, the

compliant element decouples the environment from the robot, allowing the robot to take on more of

its unattached behavior. Third, the overall loop gain is reduced, since the robot, sensor, grip, and

workpiece stiffness act in series to couple the robot to ground. Sometimes the bandwidth is no better

than would be achievable with stiffer elements, and turning down the gains. The tradeoff seems to be

that lower stiffness allows higher force gains to be used, which gives faster response and lower

steady-state error, on the other hand, the positioning accuracy is poor and greater arm motions are

required. This area should be studied further to develop guidelines for robot and task designers.

6.2.2 Machine Design

Current robots have generally been developed with position control in mind. The design rules

developed here may be able to inspire a superior robot configuration. An interested designer may

wish to take on the development of a new robot with force control performance in mind. There are

many appropriate suggestions in the literature which can be applied [6, 64, 82, 91, 93, 103.

Adding damping to the woikpiece and the other colocated modes is an interesting design issue.

If a case can be found where a low-frequency colocated mode is limiting dosed-loop machine

performance, then damping should be added. This did not appear to be the case in the MIT Precision

Assembly Robot system.

Adding wodcpiece damping looks very promising. This should be tried for an application using

the PUMA roboL For assembly, the jig which holds the parts can be made with a large amount of

damping. It is not clear how to add viscous damping in a practical way. Nevertheless, this is a

solvable design problem. A general method for adding damping is to use a very viscous fluid, in a
thin layer, between large shear surfaces, with as much relative motion as possible.
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6.2.3 System Dynamics

Many interesting dynamics issues came up in this project, and some questions remain open and

are particularly important in furthering the understanding of how to develop better-performing

equipment. There are significant differences between the colocated and noncolocated transfer

functions. The beam models shed some light on this subject by showing the different arrangements of

the zeros. In the more complex robot system tested, we also observed much less phase lag from input

to output in the colocated cases. Just how and why the zeros move around still remains a mystery.

It would also be nice to be able to predict the changing of the system dynamics when contact is

made. The models here attempted to do this but they still showed some modes being more influential

than they really were in the data. The base mode and the robot arm flexibility mode turned out to be

less important than the models predicted. Perhaps we need more sophisticated models.

Nonminimum phase zeros can also show up in a simple two-link robot system, such as that

shown in Figure 6.3, depending on the mass properties of the links and on the control structure.

These right-half plane zeros can attract roots and limit the stability of the system. We should attempt

to understand the linearized dynamics of multi-link systems.

Figure 6.3: Nonlinear Two-Link Rigid Robot Model with Nonminimum Phase Zeros

6.2.4 Modeling of Machine Systems

We need a better method for deciding what to include in a robot model. The lowest-frequency

modes are not always the most important. The lowest stiffness elements might be always needed. An

interesting project would involve modeling and testing various widely different systems to develop

modeling heuristics.

The polynomial fit models were useful because they show the features that are important in the

measured data. Perhaps they could be useful if separate polynomial models could be made for both

the constrained and unconstrained systems as well as both the colocated and noncolocated transfer

functions. Then these models could be mathematically coupled to the actuator model and used in

nonlinear simulation.
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Finally, some new modeling techniques could prove useful in showing robot behavior. Perhaps

the series lumped-mass models can be enhanced by placing "transmissions" between each mass to set

their relative effect on the overall response. This may allow the models to describe the effects of

complex geometries which change the excitation of the modes.

The beam models seem to be quite promising. They are pure and simple, and they can explain

the effects of bending, which is one type of higher-order dynamics that is quite common in systems.
Perhaps the continuous bending beam model can be extended to include two-dimensional shapes and

outputs at positions along the beam other than the endpoints. The lumped-parameter bending model

may be more practical for control systems analysis, and it still shows the most important beam
dynamics feature, namely the nonminimum phase zeros.
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